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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Many researchers have attempted to solve a variety of unsteady three-dimensional 
fluid flows. Until the last couple of decades, scientific attempts were confined to sim­
pler flows: either two-dimensional or steady flows. Most flows arising in practical 
situations do not fall under either of these two classifications; hence the ability to 
compute three-dimensional unsteady fiows is significant. With the onset of high speed 
digital computers, researchers have had the good fortune of being able to calculate 
more complex flows. 
Recent successes at computing three-dimensional flows include calculations of 
flow over the space shuttle configuration [1] and the flow of blood inside body organs 
[4]. Besides being unsteady and three-dimensional, many flows possess additional 
complexities such as chemical reactions, turbulence, multiphase components, and the 
presence of discontinuities and interfaces. Even with the help of the most powerful 
computers available today, the computation of flows having more than a couple of 
these features is a very formidable task. Some of the limitations of present methods 
deal with factors such as stability, accuracy and computational efficiency. The need 
for improved and more efficient algorithms than those available currently to solve 
such problems should not be underestimated. 
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This research deals with flows that have a moving interface separating two fluids, 
generally a liquid and a gas. More specifically, the intention is to compute three-
dimensional, unsteady, incompressible flows with one or more free-surfaces. The next 
section presents a review of relevant literature and the following section defines the 
scope of this study. The last section gives an outline of the various chapters that 
follow. 
1.2 Literature review 
Flow of air over an aircraft, of gases inside an internal combustion engine, and 
of water flowing over submerged bodies are examples of three-dimensional flows. The 
first two belong to the class of compressible flows and the last one is an incompressible 
flow. Due to the nature of such flows being very different from one another, so are 
the algorithms used to solve them. In general, the equations solved to obtain the 
solution of compressible flows are not used to solve incompressible flows. Due to 
the near infinite speed of sound, allowable time step sizes are severely restricted. 
This in turn results in the requirement of very large amounts of computer time for a 
calculation. 
Incompressible flows can be solved in either primitive variables (like pressure 
and the three components of velocity) or in terms of derived variables like stream 
function and vorticity. The vorticity-stream function approach was one of the early 
methods used for solving incompressible flows. This method relies on splitting the 
mixed elliptic-parabolic system into separate elliptic and parabolic equations. This 
approach satisfies the continuity equation automatically [9] but necessitates solving 
a separate equation to obtain information on the pressure. The method is gener­
3 
ally used only for two-dimensional cases and is not directly applicable for three-
dimensional flows as there is no single stream function that satisfies the conservation 
of mass requirement. Other options such as the vorticity-velocity formulation [10] and 
the vorticity-potential formulation [12] generally require solving for more unknowns 
than the original Navier-Stokes equations. For three-dimensional applications, the 
primitive variable approach has seemed to be the most popular option. 
In general, segregated calculation procedures for solving the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations do not generally satisfy the continuity equation automatically; these 
methods require a corrective scheme to adjust the velocity and pressure fields to sat­
isfy the continuity equation. The class of schemes based on Patankar's SIMPLE 
method [8] fall under this category. More recently, a primitive variable formulation 
has been used to simultaneously solve for all the variables in such flows. The arti­
ficial compressibility method proposed by Chorin [20] was initially aimed at solving 
steady flows. This method was later put to use to solve unsteady flows [21] [22] 
[11]. Unsteady calculations of incompressible flows involve iterative solutions for the 
flow variables within a finite time step. As this step forms a significant portion of 
the overall calculations, acceleration of this process is generally desired and often 
implemented through various means [23]. 
The sloshing motion of liquids inside containers arises in many applications such 
as oil tankers, railroad tank cars, satellites and the space station. This phenomenon 
has been the subject of many previous investigations [19] [3] [5]. The liquid sloshing 
flows that are the focus of this research effort contain moving and deforming interfaces 
(free-surfaces), besides being generally unsteady and three-dimensional. The presence 
of a free-surface makes the problem more challenging as the position and shape of the 
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free-surface are not known beforehand and has to be evaluated as part of the solution. 
An excellent review of the various calculation procedures for viscous flows with free-
surfaces has been done by Floryan and Rasmussen [48]. To briefly highlight some of 
these methods, they are divided into the following classes: Eulerian, Lagrangian or 
mixed. The present research uses an Eulerian procedure. The Eulerian methods can 
be either fixed grid or moving grid methods. This choice is an important decision that 
has to be made before the solution method is selected. There are specific advantages 
as well as disadvantages to both the approaches. These, and details of other methods, 
are discussed in the above mentioned review article. Nevertheless, two of the more 
important papers and their numerical methods are discussed below. 
Harlow and Welch [56] used a method of marking fluid particles and tracking 
their motion to compute the overall flow. The physical space was divided into cells 
and those containing the particles were marked for the fluid presence. The governing 
equations were solved in the marked cells. The positions of the particles at the 
subsequent time step was updated through a Lagrangian method. This method was 
called the 'marker and cell' (MAC) method. The volume of fluid (VOF) method [57] 
devised by Hirt and Nichols identifies the amount of fluid in each cell. The function 
describing the amount of fluid in each cell varies with space as well as time, and 
its values ranges between '0' (meaning no fluid) and '1' (meaning filled with fluid). 
Cells with their function values which are some other fraction between 0 and 1 are 
identified to lie on the free surface. Both the marker and cell approach [30] as well 
as the volume of fluid method [31] [32] have subsequently been used to compute 
free-surface flows. 
Another important decision that has to be made prior to the process of code 
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development relates to the method of solving the algebraic equations resulting from 
the discretization of the governing equations. Cramer's rule and Gauss-Siedel itera­
tion were some of the early methods proposed for solving such systems of equations. 
Successive over relaxation, alternate direction implicit (ADI) schemes, followed in 
order. Stone [24] proposed a scheme for solving equations resulting from field prob­
lems. This approach has gained popularity in recent yeaxs [26] [27] and has undergone 
further improvements as well [25]. The present research uses the strongly implicit 
procedure of Stone, appropriately extended for coupled three-dimensional systems. 
Computing resources available to researchers has been growing very rapidly over 
the last few decades. High speed workstations and large supercomputers have gained 
widespread use among computational fluid dynamics (CFD) researchers. Some of the 
computers that have come up recently are equipped with vector processors. In con­
trast to the processors that existed before, these possess the unique ability to operate 
simultaneously on multiple data. The ability to apply the same instruction to multi­
ple data sets proves very useful in computationally intensive calculations and results 
in significant savings in computer time. Algorithms developed for scalar (unidata) 
processors are often not suitable for vector machines. The data dependencies arising 
from the implicit nature of these methods can prohibit vectorization. 
Scientists are involved in a wide range of efforts including the search for better 
computer architectures and the evolution of better numerical algorithms, with the 
goal of improving the efficiency of physical process simulations. Researchers have 
found that vectorization of the solution algorithm could lead to significant speed­
up of the numerical calculations [28]. Some studies using the SIP do mention the 
implementation of partial vectorization of the algorithm [29]. This thesis describes 
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in detail how the maximum vectorization of SIP is possible; these details have not 
been previously published to the best of the author's knowledge. 
It is very important to verify the time accuracy of results from computations 
of unsteady flows. Verification of wall forces has been performed [33] for unsteady 
three-dimensional incompressible flows using an upwind procedure outlined in an 
earlier publication [21]. It should however be pointed out that this computation 
ignores viscosity effects. One of the difficulties associated with verifying transient 
free-surface flow results is the lack of adequate and reliable experimental data. It 
is for this reason that very few, if any, verifications of three-dimensional transient 
free-surface results have been published to date. Though the plots are not given, 
Harlow and Welch [56] suggest excellent agreement of their marker and cell (MAC) 
scheme results with experimental data. Similarly, although simulated flow pattern 
of sloshing liquid agrees well with observations [34], their transient accuracy is yet 
to be thoroughly verified. The transient results from the calculations in the current 
research are compared with experimental data for the three-dimensional broken dam 
problem. 
The behavior of fluids, especially in situations with a free-surface, changes dra­
matically as the gravity levels are significantly reduced. In fact, multiple solutions 
of equilibrium free-surface shapes are possible when the shape of the container (sur­
rounding the fluid) becomes exotic [35]. Careful treatment of the surface tension 
terms occurring in the boundary conditions is generally necessary in solving such 
problems. Modeling the surface tension as a localized volume force has been used in 
a study to compute the jet induced low gravity tank flow [36]. A series of low and 
microgravity calculations have been performed for diff'erent geometries using conven­
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tional stress continuity conditions at the free-surface [68] - [70]. Similar boundary 
conditions are used in the low gravity calculations in this study as well. 
The overall objective of the research project of which the present study was a 
part was to study the effect of liquid sloshing on the dynamics of spin stabilized 
satellites. Hence, it is important to estimate the effect of the liquid motion on the 
accompanying structure. As part of the Iowa State project, a finite element structural 
dynamics calculation procedure has been developed [37], [38]. This model is capable 
of treating individual components of the structure as either rigid or flexible bodies. 
This thesis describes the efforts to couple the CFD calculations and the structural 
dynamics calculations. This part of the study shall be referred to as fluid-structure 
interaction. 
Numerous investigations have attempted as well as successfully performed some 
form of fluid-structure interactions. Calculations of forces of flowing liquids inside 
pipes, or over cylindrical arrays are some examples of early work of this nature. A re­
cent article [39] has reviewed the research in this area and also discusses applications 
where they can become useful. Forces on a pair of spheres due to fluid flow around 
them, and the variations of these forces with the separation distance (between the 
spheres) has been the focus of another work [40]. Simulation of liquid filled containers 
subjected to an impulse (dropped under gravity) is another example that has applica­
tions in the transportation of hazardous or radioactive materials [41]. Fluid-structure 
interactive calculations, the results and their comparison with experimental data are 
also included in this thesis. 
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1.3 Scope of this study 
Over the last several years, researchers at Iowa State University have been inves­
tigating the dynamics of spin-stabilized satellites carrying sloshing liquid stores [13] 
[14] [15] . As part of this project, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model­
ing of the sloshing motion of liquids has been attempted and their results reported 
earlier. The objective in all these cases has been to compute the motion of liquids 
in partially-filled containers subjected to arbitrary motion. The motion of liquids 
in such circumstances is governed by the three-dimensional incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations and no further simplification can be made to the equations and still 
accurately represent the problem. Kassinos and Prusa [16] have attempted to solve 
the problem using a fractional step method and a derived Poisson equation for the 
pressure. Chen and Pletcher [17] [18] have approached the problem through the ar­
tificial compressibility method [20] and have solved the coupled system of equations 
using the strongly implicit procedure proposed by Stone [24] . This method updates 
all the primitive variables throughout the grid in one calculation sweep and thereby 
eliminates the need for solving a separate equation for the pressure. Both the above 
attempts place the free-surface at one boundary of the computational domain and 
calculate its motion by solving a kinematic condition. This method shall be referred 
to as the 'surface-fitting' approach in contrast to the 'surface-capturing' approach 
explained below. Eflfbrts have also been aimed at calculating such flows by solving 
the governing equations in both fluids (generally a liquid and a gas) and 'capturing' 
the interface as a density discontinuity [42] . 
The surface fitting approach seems to predict reasonably well for many flows. 
However this procedure encountered difficulties like poor mass conservation and in­
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adequate stability at higher Reynolds numbers and larger free-surface deformation 
[17]. The surface capturing approach implemented by Kelecy also looks promising; 
but the initial version does not have the capability to account for surface tension 
effects [42]. Both of these issues are addressed as part of the present research. 
The objective of the present study is to develop a time-accurate, computationally 
efficient divergence free algorithm for the prediction of the sloshing motion of liquids 
in containers. It is also intended to demonstrate the capability of the approach to 
calculate flows at microgravities or in situations where the surface tension forces 
are significant. Coupling the fluid flow computations with the structural dynamics 
calculations has always been one of the main aims of the overall project. This also 
forms part of the objectives of this research. 
Several cases of sloshing motion of liquids in spherical and cylindrical containers, 
with gravity levels ranging from terrestrial to 10~® g are computed and their results 
discussed. 
1.4 Thesis organization 
The next chapter details the formulation of the governing equations for this 
study. This deals with two parts: liquid sloshing in moving containers and the three-
dimensional broken dam problem. Chapter three explains the vectorization of the 
strongly implicit procedure, an improved free-surface procedure (method 'B') and 
also discusses results from the calculation of the sloshing motion of liquid in orbiting 
spherical containers. Chapter four details the three-dimensional broken dam problem, 
the transient results for this case and how it compared with experiment. 
Chapter five discusses some low gravity calculations and their results. Chapter 
10 
six discusses the procedure of implementing fluid-structure interaction. This chapter 
also includes results from the interactive calculations and compares them with ex­
perimental data. The last chapter lists the conclusions of this study and also points 
out areas for future research efforts. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL 
PROCEDURE 
2.1 Sloshing inside moving containers 
The motion of liquids inside partially filled moving containers undergoing ar­
bitrary motion is governed by the three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations. As mentioned earlier, different methods do exist for solving these equa­
tions. The present research attempts to obtain the flow solution in terms of primitive 
variables using the artificial compressibility approach which allows the equations to 
be solved in a coupled manner. From among the different options described in the 
last chapter for handling the free-surface, the free-surface fitting approach was cho­
sen for this present study. The algebraic equations resulting from the discretization 
are solved using the strongly implicit procedure. The rest of this chapter details the 
mathematical formulation of the problem and the numerical procedure used to solve 
the resulting system of equations. 
2.1.1 Governing equations 
As stated earlier, the motivation behind the CFD efforts is to compute the 
motion of liquids in satellite fuel stores. A typical calculation can be best explained 
with the help of a sketch of the test rig shown in Figure 2.1. The twin spherical tank 
12 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the satellite test rig 
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system can be spun about the main vertical axis, and the horizontal bar supporting 
the spherical tanks can rotate about the point of attachment with the main vertical 
shaft. 
Hence the tanks can undergo an arbitrary rotating-nutating motion. For the 
purpose of calculations, the tanks are generally assumed to be partially filled with a 
liquid; glycerine has been the liquid of choice for most calculations discussed in this 
thesis. The formulation of the governing equations and boundary conditions to com­
pute the motion of the liquid in such a system has been explained in detail by Chen 
[17] . However, for the sake of completeness, the most important aspects of the formu­
lation are repeated here. The motion of liquid is governed by the three-dimensional 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. These equations, for a Newtonian fluid, in 
primitive variable form written in index notation are; 
Is-" 
The first equation is the continuity equation and the second one stands for the 
three momentum equations where the index 'i' runs from 1 to 3. Occurrence of a 
repeated index in the same term represents a summation over three terms with the 
repeated index ranging from 1 to 3. The energy equation is not considered in solving 
the problems in this study as the variation of temperature is negligible. It is for this 
same reason that the properties like viscosity, /x, are also assumed to be constant 
throughout this thesis. In these equations, p stands for the pressure, u, the three 
components of velocity, p the density, Sj the three coordinate directions and g for the 
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external gravity. 
To facilitate easy application of boundary conditions, these equations are rewrit­
ten onto a non-inertial frame of reference whose origin coincides and moves with the 
geometric center of the spherical tank undergoing the rotating nutating motion. This 
is done through a series of rotational and translational transformations; in addition 
some steps involve definition of new relative velocities and non-dimensionalization. 
The following subsections detail the transformations involved and the evolution of 
the final form of the governing equations. 
After each transformation, the relationship between the previous and present 
coordinate systems are written in the form of mathematical equations. The partial 
derivative expressions that form the chain rule relating the two coordinate systems 
are then listed. Using these chain rule expressions, the governing equations are then 
rewritten in the new coordinate system. This process continues until the desired form 
of the equations is obtained. 
A schematic of the spherical tank undergoing a general rotating-nutating motion 
is given in Figure 2.2. The first transformation rewrites the equations on a coordinate 
system that is parallel to a coordinate system moving with the center of the spherical 
tank. This is achieved through a series of three successive rotations about the three 
axes; the rotational angles are chosen equal to the angle through which the sphere 
has rotated about that axis with reference to its initial position. 
Mathematically, this transformation from the initial x,- frame to the xu coordi­
nate system is given by: 
Xj — QijXij (2.3) 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a rotating-nutating sphere 
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where a,j represents the elements of a 3x3 transformation matrix [ A ]  resulting from 
successive counterclockwise rotations through an angle of tpi about the three Xi axes 
respectively. This transformation matrix is given by: 
C2C3 S1S2C3-C1S3 0^0382+ SlS3 
C2S3 S1S2S3 + C1C3 C1S2S3-S1C3 
-52 S1C2 C1C2 
where C,- = cos^,- and Si = sin^,-. 
2.1.2 The elastic arm coordinates: X2 coordinate system 
As the coordinate frame moving with the sphere and xu frame are now only 
parallel to each other, a translation through a distance of hi is required to place them 
over one another. 
This new coordinate frame shall be referred to as the X2 frame and the relation­
ship between xi and X2 is: 
X2i = Xu - hi (2.4) 
Combining the relations between a;,- and 0:1; and that between X2i and si,-, the 
following relationship between x,- and X2i can be obtained: 
X2i — (^jiXj hi (2.5) 
The inverse relation is given by: 
Xi — Oiij(x2j "I" (^"®) 
Applying the chain rule to the derivative terms in Equations (2.1) and (2.2), the 
[A] = 
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following relationships between a:,- and X2i frames were obtained: 
d d 
dxi dx2j 
dx2jdx2k ^'°dx2jdx2k dx2jdx2j 
d d -• / .  i  \  i ^ 
— "oT "1" h]f) hiy 
dt dt2 •'' '^dX2i 
The governing equations in the x  frame, i.e., Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), can be written 
in terms of the new X2 coordinates and new velocity components in the X2 frame 
by using the above chain rule relationships. The new governing equations in the I2 
frame are: 
= 0 (2.7) 
dx 2t 
- aiiaijU2j + [ajiajk{x2k + hk) -  hi + 
012 UX2i 
1 dp d^U2i ,  ,  
pdx2l ^ dx2jdx2j 
where 
U2i — Oljitlj 
921 = otiigi 
h = ^  
dt 
a-, = ^  
dt 
To further simplify the boundary condition implementation, a new relative ve­
locity is defined in the X2 frame. Once this is done, the velocity of fluid on the wall 
of the container shall always be zero no matter what type of motion the container 
undergoes. This new relative velocity is defined as: 
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U21I = U2i + 6ijiajk{x2k + hk) -  hi 
The governing equations in X2 frame can be rewritten in terms of the new relative 
velocity components by substituting the above expression in equations 2.7 and 2.8 . 
The equations then turn out as: 
dxi2i 
— 2^cr,/tU2« — + hi) — ^ c p , +  hi) 
1 dp d^uoi , s 
-•o 1" '^'5—o 921 + El (2.10) 
puX2l OX2jC/X2j 
where 
^cT,li — 
^t,li — OjlOiji 
^cp,li ~  ^ kl^ki ^kt^nj(^kj(^ni 
El = 2aiiaijhj — hi 
'i (Phi 
hi -
dPoji 
<^jl — dfi 
In writing these equations, the I has been ignored for the sake of convenience. 
2.1.3 Free-surface tracking coordinates 
The classical free-surface boundary conditions used in this present study require 
the free-surface to be a single valued function in the independent variable domain. 
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The general free-surface shapes encountered in the sloshing problems may not satisfy 
this condition. Hence, another rotational transformation from the X2 frame to the 
X3 frame is required to ensure this. This transformation is achieved by effecting a 
counterclockwise rotation through an angle (f>r about the X22 axis. The relationship 
between the X2 frame and the 0:3 frame can be written as 
where <f>T is the angle through which the X2 frame is rotated to get the xa frame of 
Applying the chain rule, the governing equations written in the X3 frame are: 
®2i — SijX^j (2.11) 
where Sjj is an element of the transformation matrix [5]. 
The transformation matrix [5] is given by: 
reference. 
(2.12) 
where 
= SijU2i 
93n = Singn 
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fij ~ ^ki^kj 
-^m — 0cr,ljSji3in 
— i,^t,lj "I" ^cp,lj)S|n^jt 
'^2,ni ~ "t" ^cp,li)^ln 
Eji = SlnEl 
2.1.4 Nondimensionalization 
All the governing equations written so far contain dimensional variables. It is 
very convenient to nondimensionalize the various quantities so that their values fall 
within a specific range, like between 0 and 1. The nondimensional factors chosen are: 
^ „«  _  P~ PO (n  ®3l — r "Sj — T/ 4 P ~ 
•"re/ 'ref 're/ Pre/ 
where the parameters with the r e f  subscript refer to reference quantities. These 
reference quantities diifer from problem to problem and the parameters used for a 
specific problem shall be listed while discussing that case. The parameter po stands 
for an appropriate pressure datum such as the atmospheric pressure or the partial 
pressure of the vapor above the free-surface. 
Replacing the dimensional quantities in the governing equations according to the 
definitions given above leads to the following dimensionless form of the equations: 
1^=0 (2.15) 
dx3i 
I" (^3« "t" {fni 4" 2A„i)u3i Ti^niXsi T2^ni^i 
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a! . -  93n + En (2.16) 
dx3n dxzjdx^j 
where Re is the Reynolds number and is defined as: 
V 
Again, in writing the above equations, the superscript * has been omitted. 
2.1.5 Generalized transformation 
The nondimensional equations in the noninertial frame are still not best suited 
for handling irregular geometries. It is best to fit the irregular free-surface to a con­
stant coordinate surface; this greatly simplifies boundaiy condition implementation. 
This is done by enforcing the following generalized transformation; 
T = h (2.17) 
Zi  =  Zi{x3i ,  X32, X33, h) (2.18) 
The partial derivatives are related by: 
d d_ 
dxzi dzj 
_d_ 
dxzidxsi dzjdzk dzk 
A  =  A  - A  
dt^ dr dzj 
where 
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. are metric terms 
arid 
ij = 1^ are the grid speed terms. 
The final form of the governing equations in the generalized {zi^r) coordinates 
is given by: 
= 0 (2.19) 
+ (^i + Vi,iU3i + mSikXsk)^^ - ifni + 2A„i)«3,-
dp 1 . d\zv. , duzn. 
~ '^\,ni^3i '^2,nihi QZn "f" -^nj (2.20) 
In these final equations, {r^Zi) represents the generalized time and three space 
coordinates, 03,- the nondimensional velocity components; stand for the metric 
terms and 2,- the grid speed terms. 
2.1.6 Boundary conditions 
Two general classes of boundary conditions have been used in solving, this prob­
lem: wall boundary conditions and free-surface boundary conditions. In case of the 
solid wall, no-slip conditions axe used for the three velocities and a normal momentum 
equation (derived by a dot product of the three momentum equations and the unit 
normal at the wall) gives the pressure on the wall. For the case of free-surfaces, the 
continuity equation together with conditions for continuous stresses in three direc­
tions comprise the four conditions required for the primitive variables. In addition, 
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a kinematic boundary condition is used to calculate the motion of the free-surface 
after each time-step. Some special aspects of the boundary conditions, including the 
contact line (the portion of the free-surface that is in contact with the container wall) 
are discussed in further detail in a later chapter. To illustrate, some of the typical 
boundary conditions are described in the next few subsections. 
2.1.6.1 Wall boundary conditions At the wall of the spherical container, 
zero relative motion between the fluid particles and the solid wall is specified through 
these three equations: 
U3i=0 1,2,3 (2.21) 
The equation for pressure, representing the conservation of momentum in the 
direction normal to the wall, is formed by performing the inner product of the lo­
cal unit vector normal to the wall and the three momentum equations. The three 
components of the local unit normal vector at the wall are given by: 
„ _ 
"i  — /  o M/o/at  wail 
inh)' 
where eai, 632 and 633 are the unit base vectors in the X31, X32 and X33 directions 
respectively. 
An inner product of this vector and the momentum equations is represented by: 
M„ = n-M 
where Mn represents the normal momentum equation, n is the local unit normal 
vector at the wall and M represents the three momentum equations in a vector form. 
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The normal momentum equation at the wall, derived through such an inner 
product is given by: 
In the above equation, it is assumed that the wall of the container coincides with the 
Z2 = constant surface in Eq. (2.22). This equation is valid only for the sloshing in 
spherical containers. For the three dimensional broken dam problem and the sloshing 
in cylindrical containers, the wall of the container does not always coincide with the 
Z2 — constant surface. These equations take on a slightly different form and they are 
discussed later at appropriate situations. 
2.1.6.2 Free-surface boundary conditions The following equations com­
prise the boundary conditions used; 
1. Continuity equation 
, 1 r_2 _ du3n , 
(2.23) 
2. Zero tangential shear stress(two equations) 
(2.25) 
(2.24) 
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3. Continuous normal shear stress 
4. Free surface kinematic condition 
= {"33 + hkXzk) 
dF 
— {h + («31 + f\kX3k)fll,t + (^32 + /2fc®3fe)»?l,2}^^ 
dF 
— {^2 + (^^31 + flkX3k)ll2,l + («32 + f2kX3k)l]2,2}^— (2.27) 
OZ2 
where F, the free-surface height is a function of time, and spatial coordinates X31 and 
X32- In the above free-surface kinematic condition, the surface is assumed to coincide 
with the Z3 — constant surface. For the three-dimensional broken dam calculation, 
the free-surface boundary conditions are listed in the next section. 
2.2 Three-dimensional broken dam problem 
2.2.1 Problem description 
During the atomic bomb tests conducted in the first half of this century, it was 
observed that a large explosion in shallow water throws a large quantity of water 
vertically upward and forms a column. This column, consisting of a mixture of fine 
droplets of water and air, collapses soon after the explosion causing a rapid spreading 
from the base. In the early 1950's interest in the phenomenon of collapsing liquid 
columns grew stemming mainly from a desire to better understand the physics of 'base 
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surges' [53] [54]. As part of a project, scientists at Oxford University, UK performed 
analytical eis well as experimental investigation of the collapse of fluid columns [52]. 
The broken dam experimental results from their study have been used to verify the 
transient accuracy of many free-surface solvers including the present solution scheme. 
This section briefly describes the experimental set up as a means of introducing the 
problem. 
In a typical experiment, a fluid column, initially at rest on a rigid horizontal 
plane, is allowed to drop; the fluid spreads out on the supporting horizontal rigid plane 
and the height of the column falls. Air was generally the lighter fluid surrounding the 
heavier liquid although the experiments were intended to support theoretical studies 
that assumed in vacuo conditions. Columns of various cross sections, cylindrical as 
well as rectangular, were studied. The liquid column was initially held in place by a 
thin diaphragm on one side and solid transparent perspex walls on all the others sides. 
Figure 2.3 shows one such set up for a rectangular column, which happened to be 
the one used to verify the present code. The dimensions of the tank were 2| x x 5 
inches. The thin paper diaphragm could be destroyed and the liquid allowed to flow 
by manually closing a switch that in turn send a heavy electric current through the 
diaphragm. A perspex channel of slightly greater width than the reservoir column 
was used to guide the outflowing liquid. 
The motion of the fluid as the surge front progressed along the channel, as well 
as the residual column that dropped continuously, was recorded by a relatively high 
speed (300 frames per second) camera. Timing marks from a standard oscillator 
were also recorded on the film simultaneously. The progression of the fluid front 
and also the residual column could then be estimated by comparing with previously 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the three-dimensional broken dam problem experimental 
set up 
' V - " ' ' - i i  
te??^  
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re 2.4: Liquid shape at different instances in the three-dimensional broken dam 
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scored marker lines at the tank bottom and sides. Thus, data of the form 'surge 
front position vs time' and 'height of residual column vs time' were available for 
comparison. Figure 2.4 shows the liquid column in its initial state and a typical 
later instance. The following subsections describe the equations and the boundary 
conditions used for this particular problem. 
2.2.2 Governing equations 
In this problem, the container was stationary. Hence, its rotational velocities 
and accelerations are zero; the elastic arm length is also zero. This means that some 
of the terms in the governing equations 2.24 vanish. Instead of using the different set 
of equations, the same equations were solved after explicitly setting the appropriate 
terms to zero in the actual computations. This was done in order to be able to 
use the same computer code rather than make modifications to it. The fact that 
some of the inputs namely, V't? and (f>r were zero in turn result in the corresponding 
transformation matrices [A] and [5] being equal to identity matrices. 
2.2.3 Boundary conditions 
The main difference in the equations used for the broken dam problem com­
pared to the liquid sloshing cases is in the boundary conditions. The implementation 
of both the wall as well as the free-surface boundary conditions are different from 
the treatment adopted for the sloshing calculations. The distinction between the 
boundary conditions employed for the two types of computations are reviewed next. 
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2.2.3.1 Wall boundary conditions The conditions for the velocities at 
the wall are the no slip conditions similar to the ones used for the liquid sloshing 
calculations. These conditions specify that there is no relative motion between the 
fluid and the container wall at the wall. However, the conditions used for the pressure 
are different from the ones used for the sloshing problem. The container wall does 
not always coincide with Z2 — constant surface in the case of the broken dam. The 
wall is composed of parts that are defined by Zi = constant where the index 'i' runs 
from 1 to 3. The equation for the pressure on the wall is different for each constant 
Zi surface. The unit normals for each of these walls and the corresponding normal 
momentum equation are given below: 
1. zi = constant 
(a) Unit normal: 
n = nitzi 
where 
n,- = -
(b) Normal momentum equation: 
nu 
ivh'l wall 
dp du 
Vj,nVlin ~ {Tlim'S-Si "t" fl'Sn "I" -^n (•^l "t" fll,ifik^3k) 
, 1 r 2 , 9u3n , ^ ^ n /n oox 
2. = constant 
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(a) Unit normal: 
ft — 
where 
ni = - V2,, 
rik V2,; J wall 
(b) Normal momentum equation: 
dp 
Vj,n'n2,n^ = {ri.n.Xai + T2,nihi - Qsn + En - (z2 + V2,ifikX3k)-
dzo 
, ^ r„2 ^^"3n , „ OU3n , ^ _ Q-Usn , _ C-Wsn n /r, nn^ 9u: 9^ : 
^3 = constant 
(a) Unit normal: 
Tl — ^t^3i 
where 
n,- = -
(b) Normal momentum equation: 
V3,i 
ivh'} wall 
rii.nVs.n-^ = {Ti,niX3i + T'i,nihi -  QZn + En - (is + rj3,ifikX3k)-^ 
1 . 2 ^^«3n , 5«3„ a^U3„ 5^U3„ 
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2.2.3.2 Free-surface boundary conditions In the modeling of liquid slosh­
ing problems, there was only one free-surface; the analysis for the broken dam problem 
allows the free-surface to be decomposed into two or more patches. Solution for each 
free-surface patch requires solving a separate kinematic condition. The free-surface 
kinematic equations used for this problem are described in a chapter four along with 
the discussions on their solution procedure. 
The other four boundary conditions used at the free-surface, namely the three 
continuous stress conditions and the continuity equation are the same as for the 
liquid sloshing case. The unit normal and tangent vectors at the free-surface take 
on different forms for the different free-surface shape definitions. The components of 
these vectors are derived in Appendix A. 
2.3 The artificial compressibility method 
The set of governing equations given by Equation 2.20 are not best suited for 
discretization and further numerical procedures in the present form. This is due to 
the invariant density which consequently weakens the pressure-velocity coupling in 
the system of equations. In the absence of proper treatment, this leads to a velocity 
field that satisfies the momentum equations, but is not divergence free. In other 
words, it is possible to get solutions that satisfy the momentum equations but not 
the continuity equation. 
In the previous chapter, methods used to overcome this difficulty were outlined. 
The option chosen for this study uses the artificial compressibility method. In this 
approach, a psuedo-time derivative of pressure of the form ^ is added to the con­
tinuity equation. In a transient calculation, subiterations in the psuedo-time frame 
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drive the divergence to zero in every physical time step, ST. The equations with this 
'artificial compressibility' term added take the form: 
The final form of the governing equations define the conservation laws in the 
entire liquid region. The solution to this system consists of dependent variables 
that are defined everywhere in the problem domain. In most numerical methods, 
this solution is replaced by solutions (dependent variables) defined only at discrete 
points. The partial derivatives forming the governing equations are then expressed 
in terms of finite difference expressions involving various parameters at these discrete 
locations. Thus the partial difference equations are cast into a system of algebraic 
equations. 
The discretization used for the various terms in the governing equations is given 
below. These expressions are for a typical interior node (i, j, k) and a missing index 
denotes that the parameter is unmoved from the specific i, j, or k location. 
(2.31) 
and 
— '^l,ni®3t 4" T2,nihi Qzn 4" (2.32) 
2.4 Discretization 
1. Unsteady term 
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Terms of the type 1^ were replaced as follows: 
dq 
dr 
n+l ^n+l _ qn 
AT 
Here, '9' stands for any dependent variable, subscripts denote spatial locations 
and superscripts stand for the time level. Such a backward difference is gener­
ally considered first-order accurate. 
2. Pseudo-time term 
The artificial compressibility term, added to the continuity equation is 
differenced in the following way: 
dp _n+l,A:+l P 
.n+l,A: 
dr* AT* 
where the superscript 'n' stands for the time level, and 'A:' for the pseudo-time 
iteration counter. These pseudo-time iterations are referred to as 'subiterations' 
in the physical time step. This aspect is explained in the next section. 
3. Convective term 
These terms, also referred to as the inviscid flux terms, are of the type 
These terms were approximated by central differencing such as: 
dq 
dz\ 
n+l -n+l ^n+1 
_ gt+1 ~ g»-l 
2 
Similar central differences were used for fluxes in other directions as well. For 
example. 
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dq 
dzo 
n+l 
1j+l gj-1 
It should be noted that the points in discrete space were defined to be at unit 
distance intervals apart in all three generalized space directions. This standard 
practice makes programming very easy. Consequently, all quantities of the 
form Azi are equal to unity and hence are not shown whenever they occur as 
multiplying constants in the finite difference expressions. 
4. Viscous term 
Second order central differences were used to approximate such terms as: 
d^q 
dzf 
n+l 
g.-+Y-29"^'+9r-i n+l ,n+l 
d^q 
dz\ 
n+l 
=9"+; - v'+ n+l ,n+l 
5. Source term 
Source terms were evaluated at the specified grid location as far as possible. 
Whenever an exception was made to this rule, it has been explained in the 
specific problem description. 
6. Second order cross derivative term 
These terms are of the type and were approximated in the 
following fashion: 
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dzidz2 4 
and 
as ?av. - ^gu-i - + ggiVi 
dzidzs 4 
2.4.1 Grid generation 
A grid that defines points as intersections of lines belonging to two different fam­
ilies is classified as structured grid. In such a grid, a one-to-one mapping of points 
within an arbitrary region to an equal number of points forming a regular shape 
is possible. A random distribution of points in the physical space, with the points 
identified by their connectivity with their neighbors constitutes an unstructured grid. 
Unstructured grids possess the advantage of easily adapting to complex geometries, 
but become numerically complicated to process especially in three-dimensional cal­
culations. A structured grid has been used in this study. 
The computational strategy in the present surface fitting method forces the free-
surface to be part of the boundary of the computational domain. The general irregular 
shape of the liquid is then transformed into a cubic shape in the computational space. 
The grid points in the computational space (and hence its corresponding point in the 
physical domain) can be identified uniquely by a set of three indices namely (i,j, k). 
Points on the boundary of the liquid region (those on the free-surface eis well as on 
the container wall) are placed on the computational space. Similarly, points in the 
interior of the liquid are mapped onto points inside the computational domain. 
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2.4.1.1 Grid generation for liquid sloshing in containers The grid gen­
eration method for the spherical sloshing computations has been explained in detail 
by Chen [17]. Points in the circumferential direction are generated with uniform 
spacing, and points in the radial and the height directions are generated algebraically 
using clustering techniques. The same approach has been used in this study for the 
calculation of sloshing in spherical containers. For the case of sloshing in cylindri­
cal containers, the method differs only very slightly. These differences have been 
highlighted in the chapter on low gravity flows. 
2.4.1.2 Grid generation for the broken dam problem The grid gener­
ation for the broken dam calculations have been done through algebraic methods. 
Predetermined constants were used to fix the relative position of points in each of 
the three directions. In the 'i' direction (normal to the principal flow) the planes of 
constant zi are chosen through the following equation: 
(/3 -f 2a)[(/? -I-1)/(^ - l)]ea;p[(x* - a)/(l - a)] - ^  4- 2q 
- (2a -f-1){1 + [{^ + l)/(/3 - l)]ea:p[(x- - a)/(l - a)]} 
The parameter a was set to 0.5 giving rise to equal clustering near both the side 
walls of the channel. Prior to the beginning of each grid generation sequence, the 
free-surface functions, Fi(x3i,X32,t) and ^2(0:31,0:33,7) are known. These functions 
in turn give the value of 0:33(2, j, kmax) and X32(i, jmax, fc), respectively. The index 
values jmax and kmax stand for the maximum values of j and k respectively. Using 
these data, the X32 and X33 values at other grid locations are found using the following 
expressions: 
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_ ,, (/? + 2a)p + !)/(/? - l)]exp[(y* - a)/(1 - a)] - ^  + 2a 
(2a + 1){1+ [(/?+ !)/(/?-l)]exy[(r-a)/(l-a)]} 
(/3 + 2q!)[(^ + l)/(/3 - l)]eap[(g* - a)/(l - a)] - /3 + 2q 
(2a + l){l + [(^+l)/(^-l)]ea:p[(;2^-a)/(l-a)]} 
where the 'max' values correspond to the free-surface heights and the values 
correspond to the transformed coordinate values. These equations are in fact the 
inverses of the Roberts type transformations: [50] 
M ^^ln{{^+\y{2a+l)lymax]-'^OL}l{^-[y{2a-\-l)lymax\ + '2.a}) 
' /.p+i)/(/j-i)i 
(2.36) 
In these transformations, a value of a = 0 clusters the mesh naer y = ymax alone, and 
a value of a = 0.5 refines the mesh equally at both ends, y = 0 and y = ymax- In the 
broken dam problem, and in most other free-surface flows considered throughout this 
thesis, grid refinement was found to be more critical near the free-surface. Hence, 
generally a was set to zero. 
Thus, the equations given above define the grid for the entire three-dimensional 
space. This procedure essentially generates interior lines (planes) that confirm to the 
shape of the free-surface(s). 
2.5 Numerical procedure 
A general transient calculation consists of marching the solution in time. As­
suming all the required information is known at a specific instant r, the following 
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procedure is used to advance the solution through a fixed physical time step ST.  At 
the end of this  cycle,  al l  the relevant  information is  known at  this  later  t ime,  T-\-ST.  
This cycle consists  of  various s teps:  est imating free surface posi t ion at  t ime r  + ST,  
generating a grid and calculating metric and grid speed quantities, estimating the 
matrix [^4] and vector 6, and subiterating for the convergence of primitive variables. 
Since its initial implementation, the free-surface procedure [17] has been revised 
considerably. A major aspect of this thesis involves description of this gradual evo­
lution. In all, three different versions of the free-surface calculation procedure exist. 
The first of these, 'surface method A', represents the procedure developed by Chen. 
The next one, called 'surface method B' was used in the liquid sloshing in spherical 
and cylindrical containers. This method is described in detail in the next chapter. 
The final and the most advanced free-surface calculation procedure is called 'surface 
method C. This method has been found to be superior compared to the other two 
methods. The broken dam calculations used this procedure and the explanation of 
this method 'C can be found in chapter four. 
The various steps of method 'A', in a typical transient calculation are listed 
below. The purpose of describing this procedure here is twofold. It serves as a means 
of highlighting the improvements of the method to be described later. Besides, it 
helps identify the role and position of the coupled strongly implicit procedure (GSIP) 
in a transient free-surface calculation; a description of the CSIP algorithm is given 
in the next section. The steps involved in a typical transient calculation using the 
surface method 'A' are: 
Known: All the primitive variables («3i,«32, W33,p) at timer (time 
level n). 
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1. Find free surface position at time level n +1 by solving the kinematic condition, 
2. Generate a grid; estimate metrics and grid speed quantities at this time level, 
4. By passing through CSIP once (one subiteration), generate the incremental 
change in the primitive variable vector Sq] update the vector q 
5. Check for convergence within this time level; if converged, go to the next step; 
if not converged, repeat steps 3 and 4 until convergence is achieved within this 
time step. 
6. Check if the calculations have progress to the desired time or to steady state; 
if not, increment time level counter and go to step 1. If it has, the calculations 
can be stopped. 
The criterion for convergence within the present time level requires that the change 
from one subiteration to the next, which is an approximation for the 
divergence, be smaller than a predetermined value. That is. 
while a typical value of ei used was 8.0 x 10"^. The criterion for achieving steady 
state required that the maximum change in the norm of the primitive variable vector 
from one time step to the next be smaller than a small value. Mathematically, this 
can be expressed as: 
n + 1 
3. Calculate the elements of matrix [A] and the RHS vector b 
pn+l,A:+l pTi+ljA: 
max 
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Values of used were of the order of 1.0 x 10~®. Detailed description of the cou­
pled strongly implicit procedure that is used to update the primitive variable vector 
through subiterations at a specific time level is given in the next few pages. 
2.5.1 Coupled strongly implicit procedure 
Once the governing equations have been discretized and expressed at various 
points in a grid, the next step involves solving the resulting system of algebraic 
equations. The strongly implicit procedure, first introduced by Stone has been used 
in all the calculations to solve the algebraic system of equations. A typical equation 
looks like: 
The coefficients A'', A' etc. are 4x4 matrices, the vector q is the vector of primi­
tive variables (u3,-,p) and b the vector of right hand side (RHS) quantities. All the 
algebraic equations are put in this form, retaining the terms fitting the seven point 
difference molecule on the left hand side, and lumping the rest of the terms with the 
RHS vector b. These equations can be put in the form of a matrix as: 
-\-^h,k^i+\,i,k + = Khk (2.37) 
[A]q= b (2.38) 
The matrix [/4] is of the following form: 
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[>!] = 
At AS 
4 
Ai 
AP 
^(3 ^(3 
A", 
-4" Ah 
a; A^ AP 
The main strategy behind the strongly implicit procedure (SIP) is to add a 
matrix [P] to the matrix [A] such that [A + P] can be decomposed as a product of a 
lower triangular matrix [L\ and an upper triangular matrix [U]as shown below. 
(/1 + Pl = (il(£/] (2.39) 
It is also intended to keep the matrix [P] as small as possible so that the matrix 
[A + P] would be only slightly different from [A]. This requirement in turn assures 
faster convergence. An iterative sequence is set up in the following way to solve the 
system of equations given by the equation 2.38. 
[A + = [P]^+^''' + b (2.40) 
Here, k denotes iteration level, and n stands for a time level. At convergence within 
a time level, we require the difference between and to be very small. 
Mathematically, 
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1^+1,fc+i _ ^+i,fc| < g ^2.41) 
When this convergence is satisfied, it can be seen from Equation 2.40 that the effect of 
the added matrix [P] is removed. The solution procedure is best explained by putting 
these equations in the so called 'delta form' which is explained below. Denoting the 
incremental change in the primitive variable vector from one iteration to the next as 
the 'delta vector' cis: 
^n+l,fc+l _ ^+l,k+l ^+l,k ^2 ^2) 
Subtracting [A + from both sides of Equation 2.40 gives: 
[ A  +  - [ A  +  =  [ P ] ^ + ^ ' > '  +  b - [ A  +  (2.43) 
which can be rewritten as: 
[A + = 6 - (2.44) 
Replacing the matrix [A + P] with the appropriate LU product gives: 
= (2.45) 
At the end of every iteration, the right hand side of Equation 2.45 can be calculated. 
One sweep of forward substitution followed by a sweep of backward substitution yields 
the vector required to update the primitive variables. This update continues 
until convergence at the present time level. 
There are two important points to note here. These are: 
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1. Linearization error removal 
It should be remembered that the nonlinear terms in the governing equations 
2.32 were linearized using a Newton linearization procedure. To adequately 
resolve the non-linear aspects, the matrix [A] (which is a function of the var­
ious primitive variable quantities besides other entities) need to be properly 
recomputed after every iterative update of the primitive variable vector. 
2. Elements of the [L\ and [?7] matrices 
Though it was mentioned that the matrix [J4 + P] is suitable for expression as 
an LU product, the steps involved in this process have not been discussed yet. 
This is done through a set of predetermined operations on the elements of the 
matrix [i4]. The discussion of these steps and the vectorization aspects of this 
calculation procedure is given in the following section. 
2.6 Vectorization of the CSIP method 
The sequence of steps involved in a typical liquid sloshing calculation using the 
surface method 'A' was given in the previous section. The subiteration at each time 
level involves one iteration of the CSIP solution where the increments to the primitive 
variable vector are estimated. These increments are then added to the solution vector 
and the process continues until convergence. It is clear that a significant fraction of 
the total computation time would be spent in this step (CSIP iterations). Hence, 
any savings in computational time associated with this procedure could result in 
significantly enhanced performajice. 
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2.6.1 Vector processing 
In contrast to the workstations mentioned earlier, some computers like the Cray 
Y-MP possess the ability to perform the same instruction on more than one data 
item simultaneously. This is defined as vector processing and the steps involved in 
modifying a calculation procedure to utilize this capability constitute vectorization. 
The following is a quotation from the first page of the Cray User manual: 
The difference in speed between good and poor code can be a 
factor of ten or more. The fundamental way in which the Cray 
supercomputers derive their speed is through vector processing. 
Vectorized code is approximately ten times faster, and can be 
up to 40 times faster, than scalar code. 
It is evident that vectorization is essential for calculations using such computing 
architectures. The best way to explain vectorization would be by way of examples. 
An operation sequence that consists of multiplying all the elements of an array by 
the same constant is vectorizable; so is a loop that multiplies corresponding elements 
from two arrays. 
Examples (in FORTRAN) of such operations are given below. 
DO 100 I = 1,100 
A(I) = A(I)*5 
100 CONTINUE 
and 
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DO 200 I = 1,100 
A(I) = B(I)*C(I) 
200 CONTINUE 
DO loops in which one pass through the sequence requires results from a previous 
sweep are said to have vector dependencies or recursions. For example , a loop such 
as: 
DO 300 I = 2,100 
A(I) = A(I-l) 
300 CONTINUE 
has vector dependency. 
The first two loops possess no vector dependencies and hence are vectorizable. 
That is, all elements of the array A could be multiplied by the constant '5' simul­
taneously; similarly all elements of the array B can be multiplied by corresponding 
element from array C and the result stored in A. All these could be done simultane­
ously. 
The last loop simply transfers the value of A(l) to all array elements from A(2) 
through A(IOO). Vectorizing this loop would copy all the elements from A(l) through 
A(99) in one register and reassign these values starting at A(2) through A(IOO). 
Clearly, the scalar and vector processes give different results. If the output from the 
conventional scalar operation was in fact the desired result, nothing short of rewriting 
the algorithm would make this step vectorizable. 
Though there exist many more nuances to vector operations, the ability to rec­
ognize this type of simple recursion is sufficient to follow the ensuing discussion on 
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vectorizing the coupled strongly implicit procedure (CSIP). 
2.6.2 [li\[U] Decomposition 
The strongly implicit procedure was outlined in the last chapter. The matrix 
[A + P] is expressed as a product of lower and upper triangular matrices L and U 
respectively. For the three-dimensional seven point calculations performed in the 
present research, these matrices L and U are of the form: 
[L] = Oi,j,k di,j,k fi,j,k 9i,j,k 
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[U] = 
1 ''i.i.fc 
The elements of these matrices such as at,j,fc, di,j,k etc. can be evaluated from 
the elements of the parent matrix [i4]. The various steps involved in finding the 
elements of the [L] and [U] matrices are: 
-1 
-1 
-1 
9i,i,k - ^lj,k + ^ 2{<l>lj,k + Ki,k) 
+ + <l>lj,k) + *^l{4>lj,k + 
~ fio,khx-\,i,k ~ di^i,k^i,}-\,k — 
(2.46) 
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^hjtk 9i,j,k{'^i,j,k ^^^i,j,k ~ ^ i^i,j,k^ 
^i,i,k = grj.ki'^h.k - - az<l>lj,k) 
where oi, 0:2 and 03 are the partial cancellation parameter in the x, y and z directions 
respectively. 
The definition of <f>tj,k^ <t>lj,k and jt are expressed as follows: 
'i'\,i,k — ^i,j,khi,j,k-l 
'f'i,j,k — fi,j,k1'i-l,j,k 
'^i,hk — ^i,i,k'^i,j-l,k 
'^Xiyk ~ fi,j,kVi-l,i,k 
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These equations were originally derived for scalar systems, i.e., there exists only 
one unknown at each grid location {i,j,k). When the system is coupled as in the 
present case, the extension is fairly straightforward. Each element is an nx n matrix 
where n is the number of unknown variables at each grid location (4 in this prob­
lem). All multiplications are matrix-matrix multiplications and a division represents 
multiplication by the inverse of an n x n matrix. 
2.6.3 Planes of constant index sums 
The above sequence of operations is not best suited to utilize the vector capabil­
ity of supercomputers if they are performed in the conventional order of doing such 
computations. The usual strategy would be to hold two of the three spatial indices 
at one level and increment the third index. This option eliminates the possibility 
of simultaneous operation on multiple data sets; in other words, this prohibits vec-
torization. However, the vector processing is possible by suitably rearranging the 
sequence in which the operations are performed. To achieve this, one first step would 
be to convert the three-dimensional domain into a two dimensional domain of planes 
containing points whose indices add up to the same value. A picture of such planes 
in a three-dimensional space is shown in Figure 2.5. 
A look at the CSIP operations listed above would reveal that the sums of indices 
of any of the parameters on the right hand side of these equations is at least one less 
than the sum of the parameter on the left hand side. Hence when the three dimen­
sional space has been converted into a two-dimensional space of planes containing 
points with constant index sums, any operation for any point on plane 'n' would not 
require parameters at any other point on plane 'n'. Besides, all the operations for any 
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PLANE 'n 
PLANE 'n+r 
Figure 2.5: Planes of constant index sums in three dimensional space 
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point on plane 'n' would require information from planes with their index sums less 
than the index sum for the current plane. Hence by sweeping the calculations from 
the plane with the lowest index sum to the one with the highest sum, the operations 
are vectorizable; thereby the steps for all the points in a specific plane could all be 
done at once instead of one point after another. 
Another important aspect of the vectorization deals with the inversion of the 
nxn matrices. On vector processors, many such matrices could be inverted at the 
same time; inversions involve operations on matrix elements and inversion of one 
matrix is independent of the other. These matrices should all be inverted in a vector 
fashion for the complete benefits of the vectorization to be realized. 
In all the calculations discussed in this thesis, the vectorized version of the CSIP 
algorithm has been used. A listing of the FORTRAN subroutines involved in the CSIP 
method is given in Appendix B. The speed-up obtained due to the vectorization has 
been tremendous. A megaflop rating of 132 compared to a mere 4 Mflops for the 
scalar version was observed on the Cray Y-MP. The relevant portions of output from 
a performance analysis tool available on the Cray series supercomputers is given in 
Appendix C. 
2.7 Smoothing 
Oscillations in the calculated solutions to incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 
have been observed in previous studies. These have been attributed to the use of cen­
tral differences in the spatial discretization of the governing equations. Traditionally, 
two approaches have been followed to overcome this phenomenon: upwinding and 
smoothing. 
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As previously mentioned, central differences have been used to approximate par­
tial derivatives in all the spatial directions. It was noticed that the solutions of 
primitive variables obtained had some oscillations in one or more spatial directions. 
These spurious profiles were found along radial directions for calculations of liquid 
sloshing in spherical and cylindrical containers and along both streamwise and trans­
verse directions in the broken dam computations. Use of upwind differences for the 
convective terms did not eliminate this behavior. Hence a fourth-order smoothing of 
the following type was used for all the primitive variables after convergence at every 
time-step. 
qi = qi-uj [9,+2 - 49i+i + 6gi - 49,_I -f- qi-2] 
A smoothing constant of (JJS = 0.05 was generally used for the calculations dis­
cussed in this thesis. Smoothing, in general, was not required for the liquid sloshing 
calculations performed by Chen. He observed that smoothing the pressure alone 
was found to be sufficient and rarely was the smoothing required for all the vari­
ables. But, the computations performed in this research are at significantly higher 
Reynolds numbers compared to Chen's calculations [17]. The requirement for the 
enhanced smoothing could be attributed to these higher speeds. 
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3. LIQUID SLOSHING INSIDE SPHERICAL CONTAINERS 
One version of the surface-fitting calculation procedure using the surface method 
'A' has been employed by Chen [17] [18] to calculate a variety of axisymmetric as 
well 35 three-dimensional sloshing motion of liquids inside partially filled spherical 
containers. These calculations included the start-up from different initial conditions, 
namely initially capped, as well as impulsively started container motions. In a later 
effort, the motion of a gradually started orbital spin-up of a sphere, half filled with 
glycerine has also been reported [51]. This paper includes comparison of the transient 
results with experimental data obtained from the satellite test rig at Iowa State 
University. The comparison Wcis found to be reasonably good. ' 
However, in one calculation of a three-dimensional sloshing motion of a sphere 
that Wcis partially filled with glycerine, some problems were encountered. These 
problems were generally more noticeable in calculations with relatively more surface 
deformation, and relatively higher container velocities than cases with lower speeds. 
These problems were two-fold: 
I. Global mass conservation 
The calculation scheme assumed a closed container and hence no liquid leaves 
the spherical tank. During the calculations, it was noticed that the difference 
between the volume (or mass, as the fluid has constant density) of liquid initially 
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present in the tank and the values calculated at the end of every time-step, 
differed significantly. The difference between these two quantities wa^ found to 
be approximately 10% of the initial volume contained in the tank. 
2. Pseudo-time step convergence and overall stability of the calculations 
Another interesting aspect that was observed, typically more prominently at 
higher tank rotational speeds, was that the number of subiterations at each 
physical time step kept growing without bound. This phenomenon, in turn 
caused the calculations to become unstable and eventually blow up. 
The algorithm and the resultant computer code were developed by Chen to be 
run on the workstations (Apollo DN 3500 and Apollo DN 10,000 and DECstation 
500/200) available on campus at that time. It was believed that choosing a finer grid 
(compared to the 41 x 11 x 11 used generally for most calculations) could at least 
alleviate, if not completely eliminate, some of the above problems. This could not be 
done owing to the memory limitations on the computer resources available. Besides, 
the finer grid calculations generally tended to be prohibitively time consuming. 
Through a combination of modifications to the boundary condition implemen­
tation procedures and optimization of the computer code these problems have been 
overcome in the present research. This chapter deals with the many modifications and 
improvements done to the surface fitting algorithm since its initial implementation. 
Some of the topics discussed include: 
1. Effects of vectorization 
2. Code optimization 
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3. Contact line boundary conditions 
4-. Improved free-surface calculation procedure 
Results for the orbital spin-up of a spherical container half-filled with glycerine at 
moderate Reynolds numbers, calculated with all these modifications, are also pre­
sented. 
3.1 Effects of vectorization 
The vectorization of the CSIP algorithm has been explained in detail in the last 
chapter. Besides this routine, many other parts of the computer code were identified 
for vectorization. Various measures were taken to vectorize different parts of the 
code. Some of the important ones included eliminating recursions by changing the 
strides in DO loops and also expanding subroutines to include some vector loops. An 
example of a subroutine expansion to include a loop is given below. The non-vector 
form is given first, followed by the equivalent but vector form of the code. 
DO 100 I = IMIN,IMAX 
CALL EXAMPLE(X,Y,Z,I) 
100 CONTINUE 
CALL EXAMPLE(X,Y,Z,IMIN,IMAX) 
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SUBROUTINE EXAMPLE(X,Y,Z,IBEGIN,IEND) 
DO 100 I = IBEGIN,IEND . 
100 CONTINUE 
In all the calculations discussed in this thesis, the vectorized version of the CSIP 
algorithm has been used. A listing of the FORTRAN subroutines involved in the CSIP 
method is given in Appendix B. The speed-up obtained due to the vectorization has 
been tremendous. A megaflop rating of 132 compared to a mere 4 Mflops for the 
scalar version was observed on the Cray Y-MP. The relevant portions of output from 
a performance analysis tool available on the Cray series supercomputers is given in 
Appendix C. 
3.2 Code optimization 
Besides the vectorization of the CSIP portion of the computations, it was possi­
ble to make the numerical calculations computationally more efficient through other 
means. As stated earlier, the procedure and the computer code was initially tailored 
to run on campus workstations. Wherever possible, storage of data was avoided to 
fit the memory capacity of these smaller machines. In such cases, the same numbers 
(floating point data sets forming arrays) were calculated again and again instead 
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of estimating them just once and storing their values. This resulted in a reduced 
memory requirement but the price was slower progress of the numerical calculations. 
For the calculations performed in this research, this procedure could be changed 
due largely to the much higher memory capacity of the supercomputers. A key part 
of the calculations where this change resulted in significant computational savings 
relates to the non-linear convection terms in the momentum equations. The final 
form of the momentum equations governing the liquid sloshing calculations are of 
the form: 
+ (^j + + Vj.ifikXSk)^^ - ifni + 2A„,)«3i 
, 1 , du3n^ 
— Tl,niX3i ''"2,ni^i 93n 4" (3.1) 
The nonlinear term was linearized using a Newton linearization procedure [50]. For 
example, terms of the type were approximated as: 
«3t-
du 3n 
dZj 
n+l,fc+l 
dUzn 
du. 3n 
n+l,A:+l 
+ 
dzj 
n+l,k 
(„3,)n+l,fc+l 
(3.2) 
Usi-
du. 3n 
dzj 
n+l,A: 
where 'n' represents time level and 'fc' stands for subiteration count. 
Once this was done, terms that fit into the CSIP seven point molecule were 
retained on the left hand side (as part of the matrix [A]) and the rest of the terms 
were lumped to the RHS. The matrix [A] had to be updated after every iteration 
of the CSIP routine. This was required as any update of the velocity components 
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necessitates a reevaluation of the matrix as they form part of the linearized convection 
term. Initially, the procedure adopted was to reset all the elements of the [A] matrix 
to zero and then calculate each term and add them to the appropriate coefficients. 
Careful look at the momentum equations suggests that this is unnecessary; only 
the nonlinear convection terms have the primitive variables within the coefficients 
of the matrix [A]. Other terms do not involve the primitive variables as coefficients 
multiplying other primitive variables. 
Hence the procedure weis revised so that the matrix [A] is split into two parts, 
one fixed part and the other varying: 
~ [-Aluorj/tna 
The varying part involves the first two terms of the linearized convection term that 
forms the RHS of Equation 3.3. Only these terms cause any change to the matrix [A] 
from one subiteration (fc) to the next (fc +1). All the others terms from the governing 
equations that fit into the seven point molecule and hence fall into the LHS, form 
the fixed part of matrix [A]. Only the varying part of the matrix [j4] was evaluated 
after every velocity component update (which occurs once every subiteration). The 
fixed part was evaluated only once prior to the first pseudotime subiteration in every 
time step. 
Although it appears that this change doubles the memory requirement compared 
to storing just the matrix as one whole unit instead of two subsets, it is not exactly 
true. In the varying part, the nonzero components fall along the diagonals of the 
corresponding 4x4 matrices. All the off-diagonal elements inside each of these 
matrices are zero in the varying component of the larger matrix [^4]. Hence the 
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Table 3.1; Performance comparison of 
scalar and vector computer 
codes 
Item Scalar 
code 
Vectorized 
code 
Factor of 
speed-up 
Megafiop rating 
CSIP routine 4 132 33 
whole program 3 62 20 
CPU time consumed, seconds 
whole program 154 13 12 
memory requirement increases only by 25% of the requirement for [A] compared to 
the previous method. 
This modification resulted in significant computational savings. Besides this, 
other changes that could potentially increase the computational eflficiency were iden­
tified and implemented. One common aspect among these changes was that repetitive 
calculation of the same constants during every subiteration was replaced by calculat­
ing them just during the first subiteration and storing them for later use. 
The vectorization and code optimization explained so far produced an enormous 
increase in the computational speed of the calculations. Table 3.1 gives the compar­
ison of execution rating and time consumed by the calculations between the original 
version of Chen and the vectorized version. 
3.3 Contact line boundary condition 
The curve where the free-surface intersects the solid wall of the container is 
referred to as the contact line. A singularity exists in the vicinity of this contact line; 
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the singularity is stronger in the case of dynamic (or moving) contact lines compared 
to stationary (or static) contact lines. 
The singularity can be viewed as the result of the combination of having to use 
the no slip boundary conditions on fluid elements in contact with the container wall 
just below the free surface and at the same time requiring the fluid surface in contact 
with the wall to move from one time step to the next. Due to this, the stress becomes 
infinite near the contact line [43]; the extent of difficulty in treating the singularity 
depends on whether the contact line is static or moving [44]. 
The moving contact line has been studied from the point of the nature of the 
physical conditions associated with the problem [45] [46] [47]. Though it is generally 
suggested that slip boundary conditions show promise in the case of dynamic moving 
lines, no specific boundary condition has been suggested as being superior to others 
for the case of liquid sloshing in containers. But the general suggestion has been 
that the right kind of boundary conditions to be used on the contact line is problem 
dependent. Utility of various types of slip conditions have been discussed in the 
literature [48] [49]. 
For all the cases discussed in this thesis, a condition that the free-surface be 
normal to the wall at the point of contact has been used. Mathematically, this 
condition states that |^ = 0 at the contact line. This condition has been found to 
give the best results for the liquid sloshing computations presented in this study. 
There were two distinct advantages to this boundary condition. The first of these 
was a better interior grid which is generated algebraically. In the grid generation 
scheme used for the sloshing problems, the grid lines inside the liquid were generated 
in conformance with the free-surface shape. The zero normal slope condition results in 
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normal or near-normal lines at the wall. Options such as extrapolating for the contact 
point from interior free-surface profiles, as well as other slip conditions resulted in 
very small angles between the free-surface and the wall. These acute angles in turn 
resulted in decreased stability and eventual blowing up of the calculations. 
The second benefit of this condition was that the transient results were in better 
agreement with experimental data, especially in the case of low Reynolds number 
or high viscosity fluid flows. It should however be pointed out that the transient 
motion of the contact line was not sensitive to the condition used in the case of high 
Reynolds number flows. Better interior grid and resultant enhanced stability was 
however observed in all cases, of both high and low viscosity fluids. 
The satellite test rig, its free-surface instrumentation, and some of the exper­
iments have been described in an earlier paper [51]. A typical comparison with 
experimental data for the inboard end free-surface contact point motion in the case 
of two different contact boundary conditions is shown in Fig 3.1. These results are 
for the gradual spin-up from rest of a spherical tank half filled with glycerine to a 
final rotational velocity of 60 rpm. The spheres are mounted on an arm whose length 
is approximately 3.4 times the radius of the sphere. 
3.4 Free-surface motion: surface method 'B' 
The free-surface motion is computed by solving an equation based on the kine­
matic condition which simply states that any particle on the free-surface stays on the 
free-surface. For the case of sloshing in spherical containers, this equation is : 
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of numerically computed in-board end free-surface tran­
sience and experimental data for different contact line boundary condi­
tions 
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= {«33 + hkXzk} 
dF 
— {^1 + («31 + f\kX3k)l)l,l + («32 + /2fe®3fc)'7l,2}Tg-
dF 
— {Z2 + («31 + /lfc®3fc)»?2,l + ("32 + /2JtaJ3Jt)'?2,2}^^ (3.3) 
where F = F{T, X31, X32),  a function of two spatial variables and time. Originally this 
equation was solved at the end of every time-step by lagging all the flow variables 
(u3,), grid speed terms (i,), and the metric coefficients (//ij). The free-surface vari­
able was however treated implicitly using a backward diiference in time and central 
differencing for the spatial derivatives. 
The finite difference expression used was: 
pn+l _ F"" + AT{U33 +f3kX3k} 
dF 
— {Zi -i- (Usi -1- flkX3k)f)l,l + ("32 + /2fc®3ik)'7l,2}^J-
dF 
— {Z2 + ("31 + f\k^3k)ll2,\  + ("32 + f2kX3k)ll2,' i}^— (3.4) 
OZ2 
For some calculations, upwind differencing was used in the spatial discretization to 
suppress saw tooth like free-surface profiles. 
It was noticed that this method of lagging all the unknown parameters to the 
previous time-step had difficulty in conserving the overall mass of liquid; the mass 
(volume) of liquid in the container after each time-step was steadily decreasing. At­
tention was focussed on the lagged terms in solving the free-surface kinematic equa­
tion and a new procedure was devised. This procedure will hereafter be referred to 
as "surface method 'B'". The steps comprising this method 'B' are: 
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1. Solve the kinematic equation for the free surface position using Eq. (3.4) 
2. Generate a grid, compute grid speed, metric terms etc. 
3. Compute elements of the matrix A, and vector 'b' in = 6 
4. Calculate increments for the primitive variables by CSIP 
5. Update the primitive variables 
6. Check for convergence 
7. IF converged. 
(a) Solve for revised free-surface information by using the equation: 
dF 
dt 
"+2 ^1+1 _ pn 
At 
[c.r[if)"+(cr'K 
n+l 
where 
tg^i°ljS]"+ra"""[g]" [5r+[5r' 
2 2 
Cl — {Zl + («31 + flkX3k)Vl,l + ("32 + /2fc®3fc)'?l,2} 
C2 = {Z2 + (^31 + /lJfe®3A:)'/2,l + ("32 + /2fc®3fc)'?2,2} 
and 
S = {ii33 + fak^sk} 
(b) Generate a grid, compute grid speed, metric terms etc. 
(c) Compute elements of the matrix A, aad vector 'b' in Aq = b 
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(d) Calculate increments for the primitive variables by CSIP 
(e) Update the primitive variables 
(f) Check for convergence 
(g) IF converged, 
i. If Eqn. 3.5 has been solved desired number of times, increment time 
level; go to step 1. If not, go to step 7 (a). 
ii. ELSE, repeat steps 7(c) through 7(f) until time level can be incre­
mented 
ELSE 
8. Go to step 3 . 
ENDIF 
The terms containing superscripts 'n + 1' were evaluated at the present time 
level at which other primitive variable solutions are sought. It can be seen from the 
expressions for the coefficients, Cy and C2 that they depend on velocities grid 
speeds i,-, and geometric parameters, 7/,j and /,j. Evaluation of these coefficients at 
the present time level requires such information at time level 'ra + 1'. Both equa­
tions 3.5 and 3.4 are finite difference forms of the kinematic condition given by Eqn. 
3.3. However, it should be noted that the time-centered implicit differencing [50] in 
Eqn. (3.5) is closer to being second order accurate in time than the differencing used 
in Eq. (3.4). The higher-order method could not be implemented at step 1 of the 
above procedure as the information on the coefficients and the source term are not 
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available at time level (n+1). The necessary information is however available at step 
7 (a) owing to the updates in steps 5 and 2. 
3.5 Results for the calculation of the orbital spin-up of a spherical tank 
This revised method drastically improved the global mass conservation behavior 
of the procedure. The steps 7 (a) through 7 (g) could be repeated for better results; 
one possible measure of when to stop this cycle is by requiring the number of times of 
passing through steps 7(c) through 7(f) to be smaller than a predetermined value. A 
value of unity was generally assigned. Convergence at step 7(g) within one iteration 
of steps 7(b) through 7(f) suggested that the changes to the primitive variables, and 
grid parameters were small and so would be the changes to coefficients in Eqn. 3.5. 
This could in turn be interpreted cis a  reasonably accurate solution for F. 
Calculations of an orbital spin-up of a spherical tank half-filled with glycerine 
have been performed with repeating steps 2 through 7 twice as well as four times. The 
initial condition for this calculation belongs to the 'initially capped' class; the fluid 
with a flat surface is assumed to have achieved solid body rotation at the prescribed 
rotational velocity of the tank. The cap holding the free-surface in place is removed 
and the surface allowed to move and eventually reach its steady state position. For 
this case, the rotational speed was 60 rpm and the rotational arm length was 3.4 
times the radius of the sphere. 
The variation of the error in mass, which is the difference between the mass of 
liquid initially in the tank and the mass computed at the end of each time-step, with 
time steps is shown in the Figure 3.2. The final error in the calculation that used 
four free-surface updates in every time-step, is around 0.5 % which is a reasonable 
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Figure 3.2: The effect of number of free-surface updates on the global mass conser­
vation 
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value. Most of the higher errors found during the transient part of the solution can 
be attributed to the truncation errors in the integration scheme used to find the 
volume of each grid cell. The logic behind this reasoning follows from the fact that 
this error is higher when the free-surface is curved and the error reduces when the 
surface flattens as it approaches its steady state position. The sequence of free-surface 
profiles and velocity vector plots in the plane X32 = 0, at select instances are shown in 
Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The velocity vector plots do seem to be consistent with the free 
surface shape and the general flow pattern. For this case, the transient history of the 
motion of the contact points at the inboard and outboard ends are also shown, along 
with their analytical steady state values, in Figure 3.5. The computed final positions 
are in excellent agreement with the analytical results. The final steady state free 
surface profile in the 0:32 = 0 plane is shown for both the two and four update runs in 
Figure 3.6. It can be seen from this figure cis well that the run using four free-surface 
updates in every time step compared better with the analytical solution. It should 
also be pointed out that the same case run earlier by Chen using the surface method 
'A' compared even worse with the analytical results. 
The nondimensional parameters for the above spherical container sloshing run 
were: 
Reynolds Number, Re = 181.4 
Weber Number, We = 12002.1 
FroudeNumber, Fr = 3.25 
In estimating the above dimensionless parameters, the radius of the sphere has been 
used reference length and the linear velocity of the tank center has been used as the 
reference velocity. 
Figure 3.3: Free-surface profiles at different instances during the asymmetric ini­
tially-capped spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank 
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i:= 8.0 
T=12.0 
Figure 3.3 (Continued) 
Free-surface profiles at different instances during the asymmetric initially-capped 
spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank 
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-0 = 32.0 
t = 40.0 
Figure 3.3 (Continued) 
Free-surface profiles at different instances during the asymmetric initially-capped 
spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank 
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Figure 3.4: Velocity vector plots on the 0:32 = 0 plane at different instances during 
the asymmetric initially-capped spin-up of a half-iilled spherical tank 
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Figure 3.4 (Continued) 
Velocity vector plots on the 0:32 = 0 plane at different instances during the asymmetric 
initially-capped spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank 
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Figure 3.4 (Continued) 
Velocity vector plots on the X32 = 0 plane at different instances during the asymmetric 
initially-capped spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank 
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Figure 3.5: Transient motion of the inboard and outboard free-surface contact 
points, including analytical steady state values 
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STEADY STATE FREE SURFACE PROFILES 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the analytical and numerical steady state free-surface 
profile in the plane X32 = 0 for different number of free surface updates 
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Prior to the implementation of the modifications listed in this chapter, this csise 
was the most challenging three-dimensional liquid sloshing calculation attempted 
using the surface fitting code. However, this attempt did not produce results that were 
fully satisfactory [17]. As a means of further verification of the new surface calculation 
procedure, a more severe case was attempted. All the parameters were kept the same 
as in the earlier run excepting the rotational arm length, which was increased to 9.7 
times the radius of the sphere from the earlier value of 5.8. The starting conditions 
were the same initially capped conditions as before. The nondimensional numbers 
for this case were: 
Re = 300.0 
We = 32840.0 
Fr = 5.373 
The free surface profiles, and the velocity vector plots in the plane X32 = 0 at 
different transient instances for this run are shown in the Figures 3.7 and 3.8. The 
free-surface undergoes significantly more deformation in this case compared to the 
previous case. The transient motion of the inboard and outboard free-surface contact 
points are shown in Figure 3.9 and the comparison of the final free surface profile in 
the X32 = 0 plane with the analytical solution is shown in the next Figure 3.10. The 
outboard contact point reaches the top of the sphere (where the vertical axis meets 
the sphere) during the transient motion; this duration can be identified in Figure 
3.9 as the period where the height (y axis value) equals unity. Excellent agreement 
between computed and analytical free-surface profiles can be observed in Figure 3.10. 
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X = 0.30 
Figure 3.7: Free-surface profiles at different instances during the asymmetric ini­
tially-capped spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank, Re = 300 
x = 0.60 
Figure 3.7 (Continued) 
Free-surface profiles at different instances during the asymmetric initially-capped 
spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank, Re = 300 
x=1.50 
i: = 4.00 
Figure 3.7 (Continued) 
Free-surface profiles at different instances during the asymmetric initially-capped 
spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank, Re = 300 
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Figure 3.8: Velocity vector plots on the X32 = 0 plane at different instances during 
the asymmetric initially-capped spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank, 
Re = 300 
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Figure 3.8 (Continued) 
Velocity vector plots on the 0:32 = 0 plane at different instances during the asymmetric 
initially-capped spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank, Re = 300 
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Figure 3.8 (Continued) 
Velocity vector plots on the 0:32 = 0 plane at different instances during the asymmetric 
initially-capped spin-up of a half-filled spherical tank, Re = 300 
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points, including analytical steady state values, Re = 300 
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the analytical and numerical steady state free-surface 
profile in the plane 0:32 = 0 for the Re = 300 case 
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4. VERIFICATION OF TRANSIENT ACCURACY OF THE 
SURFACE-FITTING APPROACH 
It is very important in the simulation of unsteady fluid flows to thoroughly verify 
the transient accuracy of the computed results. The difficulty in verifying the results 
of free-surface flow computations is in the lack of good experimental data. Martin 
and Moyce [52] have recorded some useful data that has served as a benchmark for 
verifying the accuracy of free-surface algorithms used in other investigations [56] [42]. 
4.1 The three-dimensional broken dam problem 
Several investigators have analyzed the motion of falling fluid columns of different 
cross sections [53]. The experiments conducted by Martin and Moyce as part of 
these studies pertain to the broken dam problem. Though their data included liquid 
columns of axisymmetric as well as rectangular cross-sections, the plane symmetric 
rectangular case has been used for the validation of the present code. 
The problem consists of a column of liquid with a rectangular cross-section; one 
face of the column is suddenly removed and the fluid allowed to flow instantaneously 
through a channel whose width equals the width of the original column. Experimental 
measurements include the transient position of the surge front as well as the height 
of the falling column of liquid as a function of time. 
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4.2 Free-surface treatment: surface method 'C 
Certain key modifications have been made to the computational procedure out­
lined in the case of sloshing of liquids in spherical containers. These include: a) 
a capability to subdivide the free-surface into more than one piece with each piece 
assigned to a different free-surface definition and b) further refinement to the free sur­
face calculation procedure described earlier. The next few paragraphs shall describe 
these changes in detail. 
Single valued single valued 
Figure 4.1: Examples of free-surface shapes that satisfy as well as that do not satisfy 
the single-valued requirement 
The free surface kinematic equation originates from the classical free-surface 
boundary condition that states that a particle on the free-surface remains on the 
surface [58]. The mathematical equality requires the free-surface function to be a 
single valued dependent of the spatial variables at any instant in time. Generally 
t h e  f r e e - s u r f a c e  i s  d e f i n e d  a s  t h e  v a l u e  o f  h e i g h t  ( z )  a t  v a r i o u s  p o i n t s  i n  t h e  { x , y )  
plane. For example, F = z{x,y) is a very common way of defining three-dimensional 
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surfaces. Examples of two-dimensional free-surface shapes that satisfy this single 
valued requirement as well as ones that do not are shown in the Figure 4.1. In 
applications with low to moderate surface deformations, it is reasonable to expect a 
single function spanning the entire free surface to be single valued. The same cannot 
be true in many instances like the very early duration in the broken dam problem 
and liquid inside partially filled containers at very low levels of gravity where bubble 
shaped geometries are fairly common. Another example could be the falling (or 
rising) of a drop of one fluid through another fluid. It would be very difficult to 
define free-surface functions that remain single valued and span the entire surface. 
This problem has been overcome in the present study by splitting the free-surface 
into parts that can be defined as single valued functions of spatial variables. 
The free-surface definitions used for the broken dam problem is shown in Fig 4.2. 
The top picture shows the initial position of the fluid column and the bottom picture 
shows the fluid at a later instance. The free surface is divided into two parts: Fi 
which is a function of xi and X2, and F2 which is a function of a;i and 0:3. Fi is the 
value of X3 at different locations defined by xi and X2. Similarly F2 is the value of X2 
coordinate at different (a;i,X3) locations. It can be seen that other ways of defining 
the whole free-surface as one piece could be cumbersome for this problem. 
The free-surface kinematic equations that are solved to obtain the solutions Fi 
and F2 are given by: 
= {^33 + fakXsk} 
dFi 
— {z i  4- (U31 + /lfc®3fc)»?l,l + (lt32 + f -ikX3k)Vl,2}~^— 
90 
Fi=I^(Xi,X2,t) 
F 2 =  ( X i , X 3 , t )  
X3 
Fi=Fi(Xi,X2,t) 
F 2 =  ( X i , X 3 , t )  
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the three-dimensional broken dam problem 
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OZz 
= {"32 + f2kX3k} 
{Zi + ("31 + flkX3k)Vl,l + ("33 + f3kX3k)'l]l,3} 
{Z3 + (tX3i + flkX3k)')]3,l + ("33 + /3fc®3A:)'?3,3} 
OZ3 
The time derivatives have been treated with a backward difference and the spatial 
derivatives have been expressed through first-order upwind differences. The upwind-
ing of the spatial terms was found necessary to remove some of the saw tooth like 
free-surface profiles that result if the same terms were treated with central differences. 
These oscillatory free surface profiles are highly undesirable as the interior grid lines 
also tend to follow these shapes resulting in numerical instabilities. As there are two 
patches of the free-surface, both the equations have to be solved instead of just one 
equation as was done in earlier sloshing calculations. 
The free-surface procedure, method 'B' which was described earlier for the slosh­
ing problem has been further refined for the broken dam problem. The major change 
follows the realization that the free-surface information could be updated even before 
convergence has been achieved in the primitive variable iterative updates. In the 
procedure adopted for the broken dam problem, free-surface equations 
^n+l _ pn 
dt  A< 
n+1 
2 
(4.3) 
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where 
and 
where 
+ 
ralUl'+Par'H?]"'". isr+[s]  •in+l 
+ 
Cl = {z i  +  (U31 + f ikX3k)f] l , l  +  (^^32 + hkX3k)Vl ,2}  
C2 = {Z2 + ("31 + /lJt®3fc)^2,l + (^^32 + f2kX3k)V2,2} 
S = {«33 + fsk^Zk} 
dF. 
dt  
n+2 
-  F^ 
At  
_ [c.rf&r+[c n+1 r aF> 1 IJ l^. 
+ 
[garffgr + ICJ n+1 r dF, 1 923 
+ 
[ s r + [5]"+' 
(4.4) 
Cl = {^1 + (Wsi + f lkX3k)f1hl  + (^^33 + f3kX3k)l] l ,3}  
C3 =  { is  +  («31 +  flkX3k)f]3, l  +  ("33 +  f3kX3k)T}3,3}  
S  =  {U32 +  /2fcX3fc}  
are solved after every iterative update of the primitive variables in the CSIP routine. 
The equations 4.3 and 4.4 approximate the time derivative of the free-surface function 
at the mid-point between the previous time level and the current time level. This 
was done by averaging the spatial derivatives evaluated at both the previous and the 
current time level. In the case of linear systems, such an approximation is second 
order accurate in time very much similar to the Crank-Nicolson scheme for the heat 
equation or the trapezoidal differencing for the linear wave equation [50]. 
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In estimating the coefficients for spatial derivatives at the present time (n + 1), 
the most recent information was used in the surface method 'C. This is in contrast 
to the method 'B' where these terms were evaluated at the latest instance when 
primitive variables converged. Subiterations and updates following this convergence 
make more recent information available. It is this most recent information that is 
used in method 'C but not in method 'B'. 
Every free surface update necessitates the update of grid speed, metric terms 
and information on normal and tangent vectors at the surface, for all the points on 
the free surface. This free-surface update, however, does not require update of grid 
speed and metric terms in the rest of the grid as these points have not moved. The 
ideal approach would be to solve the free surface equations every time the velocities 
have been updated, and continue towards convergence in the primitive variables at the 
current time level. This process encountered some difficulties owing to the structured 
grid used in the present study. The grid lines representing the free-surface moved 
closer and closer to the neighboring grid lines in the interior of the liquid, with every 
free-surface update. At times, this resulted in grid lines (of different Zi values) crossing 
each other and led to numerical instabilities and eventually caused the calculations 
to blow up. This was avoided by generating a grid every few iterations of free-surface 
updates. 
It should be noted that generating new grids should be avoided as much as 
possible as they amount to lot of additional computational work. The additional 
work has two components, the first of which follows from the actual grid generation 
process, and the next from having to update grid speed and metric terms as a result 
of the newly generated grid. Hence a compromise of generating a grid for every ten 
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iterations of velocity updates (while solving for new free surfaces following every one 
of these updates) was implemented in the broken dam calculations. 
To summarize, the final procedure, employing the surface method 'C, used for 
the three-dimensional broken dam calculations consisted of the following steps: 
1. Solve the kinematic conditions given by Equations (4.1) and (4.2) for the free 
surface position 
2. Generate a grid, compute grid speed, metric terms etc. 
3. Compute elements of the matrix A, and vector 'b' in Aq = b 
4. Calculate increments for the primitive variables by CSIP 
5. Update the primitive variables 
6. Check for convergence 
7. IF not converged 
(a) Solve for revised free-surface information by using the Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4). 
(b) Update free-surface normal and tangent vectors; 
(c) Update grid speed and metric terms for points on the free-surface 
(d) IF (new grid is necessary / predetermined number of iterations have passed 
since last grid generation) then generate a grid, compute grid speed, metric 
terms etc. for interior points as well 
(e) Compute elements of the matrix A, and vector 'b' in Aq = b 
(f) Calculate increments for the primitive variables by CSIP 
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(g) Update the primitive variables 
(h) GO TO step 6 
ELSE (i.e. if convergence has been achieved) 
(a) increment time-level; go to step 1. 
ENDIF 
The surface method 'C described above is superior to the methods 'A' and 
'B' explained earlier. This has also been found to give the best results among the 
three methods. For this reason, it is recommended as the one to be used for future 
free-surface calculations using the surface-fitting approach. 
4.3 Discretization of the momentum equations 
It was believed that to get accurate transient results, the momentum equations 
should be discretized to higher-order temporal accuracy in contrast to the first-order 
expressions listed in Chapter two. Hence the following changes were made to the 
approximations for terms in the momentum equations. 
In the sloshing calculations described so far, the time derivative term was differ­
enced with a backward difference involving the present time level and the previous 
one. The spatial derivatives were differenced using second order central differences. 
Similarly, the time derivative in grid speed terms were treated with a backward dif­
ference in time, and second order central differencing was used for spatial difference 
terms in the metric derivatives. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of numerical and experimental transient data for the 
three-dimensional broken dam calculations 
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Figure 4.4; Verification of grid independence of the broken dam free-surface calcu­
lations 
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As can be seen, the time discretization uses only two time levels and hence 
is of first order accurate in a conventional sense. To improve this aspect of the 
accuracy the differencing Wcis changed to make it closer to being second-order accurate 
in time, by following the Crank-Nicolson type differencing for all the terms other 
than those that involve a partial derivative with respect to time. This is similar to 
the averaging between two time levels, much along the lines of the time-centered 
implicit differencing explained with respect to the free-surface kinematic equation. 
Understanding this can be made much simpler by looking at a generic form of the 
momentum equations: 
dui , dui _ 1 , d^Ui 
pdxi^'^dxjdxj  
After linearizing, this equation could be rewritten as: 
— u" du d^u 
The whole right hand side (RHS) was evaluated as an average between the two time 
levels, n and n -t-1. That is, 
( R H S T »  +  ( R H S T  
Caution is generally advised in using such averaging procedures in the case of 
moving grids, such as those used in the present problem. As the governing equations 
are used in the chain rule, non conservation law form [63], such an averaging is 
possible even though the points involved in the averaging process are at different 
physical locations at the two time instances. In the present formulation, the grid 
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motion is properly accounted for through the grid speed terms. Such a procedure 
may not always be allowed in some adaptive and moving grid schemes. 
4.4 Results for the three-dimensional broken dam calculations 
The initial geometry of the fluid column was a cube whose edges were 2.25 inches 
long. The fluid was water and the nondimensional parameters used in the plots are 
the same as used by Martin and Moyce [52]. The comparison of the transient motion 
of the surge front and the falling column height with the experimental data is shown 
in the Fig 4.3. These results seem to be in good agreement with the experimental 
data. The calculations could not be continued owing to restrictions on computing 
resources. These calculations were performed on Cray Y-MP supercomputers and 
took about 180 minutes for each calculation. The procedure has been checked for 
grid size dependence and the results are shown in the Fig 4.4. The direction in which 
11 points has been used is the one that is normal to the main flow directions, i.e. the 
xi direction of Fig 4.2. The number of points in this dimension was not increased 
in the finer grid calculations as there was not any major flow pattern to be resolved 
in that direction. This calculation utilized more than 10,000 points and took about 
310 minutes on the Cray Y-MP. 
A comparison of the transient motion of the surge front computed by the new 
procedure 'C and the method used earlier for the calculations (method 'B') is also 
shown in Fig 4.5. It is very clear that the present procedure is superior. It should 
however be noted that the results for the sloshing in spherical containers discussed 
earlier are believed to be time accurate for the following reasons: 
1. Good agreement with experimental data has been observed [51] 
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Figure 4.5; Comparison of experimental data on the transient surge front motion 
with numerical results from two different procedures 
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2. The better temporal resolution of the free-surface motion is believed to be more 
important in the Ccise of low viscosity (and hence high Reynolds number) fluid 
flows 
Another reason for the method 'B' not performing so well in the case of the broken 
dam problem could be due to the larger deformation in this problem. This in turn 
results in significantly more stretching of the grid cells. The fluid was contained in 
the sloshing problems and the movement of the free-surface before it reached steady 
state was not significant, though the surface underwent considerable warping. This 
claim has the added support that the method 'B' still produced good results for the 
early part of the broken dam problem. It can be seen from Figure 4.5 that the results 
from the earlier approach 'B' agrees well with the experimental data until the surge 
front travels to a position where the length of the bottom fluid plane is about 1.5 
times its initial length. 
The position of the flowing liquid at various select instances is shown in Figure 
4.6. The velocity vectors in i = constant and j = constant planes are shown in 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The shapes of the flowing liquid are also qualitatively similar to 
the photographs published along with the experimental results of Martin and Moyce 
[52]. The velocity vector plots are also qualitatively consistent with the general flow 
pattern. 
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Mid-Plane Velocicy Vectors at dme = 0.1 
Mid-Plaae Velocity Vectors at rimp. = 0.8 
Figure 4.7: Velocity vector plots in the a;i = 0 plane at select instances 
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Mid-Plane Velocity Vectors ac time = 1.6 
Mid-Plane Velocity Vectors ac rimft = 2.4 
Figure 4.7 (Continued) 
Velocity vector plots in the Xi = 0 plane at select instances 
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Cross-Plane Velocity Vectors at timpi = 0.1 
Figure 4.8: 
Cross-Plane Velocity Vectors at Hmf» = 0.8 
Velocity vector plots on zi = constant planes at select instances 
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Cross-Plane Velocity Vectors at rimp. = 1.6 
Cross-Plane Velocity Vectors at rimf> = 2.4 
Velocity vector plots on z-i 
Figure 4.8 (Continued) 
= constant planes at select instances 
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5. EFFECTS OF LOW GRAVITY 
Liquid sloshing flows under the influence of gravity levels much lower than on the 
earth have received significant attention in recent years. There are many instances 
where such flow phenomena play a significant role in space systems, most typical of 
them being fuel storage and handling systems such as those in satellites and the space 
station. 
Leslie [67] performed a series of measurements on rotating equilibrium, free sur­
face shapes in the microgravity environment of a free falling aircraft. Hung et al. 
have performed a series of low and microgravity calculations of both equilibrium sur­
face profiles and transient free surface flows of fluids in a partially filled cylinder [68] 
[69] 170). 
The formulation used in the present study for the liquid sloshing flows is capable 
of handling different levels of gravity and also significant surface tension effects. The 
purpose of this part of the present research effort is to test this capability. Axisym-
metric spin-up of a cylinder filled to 0.8 times its initial height with a Hquid has been 
studied at two different levels of gravity (1 g and 10"^ g). Prior to this calculation, all 
the liquid sloshing computations have dealt only with spherical containers. A simple 
axisymmetric spin-up of a cylinder partially filled with ethanol was performed to ver­
ify the computer code for the new tank shape. The numerical and analytical steady 
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state free-surface profiles for this computation is shown in Figure 5.1. The transient 
motion of the free-surface position at the tank axis is also shown in Figure 5.2. 
During the low gravity calculations, it was also planned to verify if all the nondi-
mensional parameters governing such flows have been properly identified. Two cases 
of spin-up of partially filled cylinders were chosen so that the physical parameters like 
the gravity, rotational speed, viscosity and the coefficient of surface tension would 
be different but the three nondimensional parameters {Re, Fr, and We) had the 
same values. The Reynolds number. Re, the Weber number. We have been defined 
previously. The Froude number, Fr is defined as follows; 
Fr =  ^  
where 'A' is the initial free-surface depth and the gravitational acceleration. It 
was found that the two cases produced identical transient results. The dimensionless 
parameters governing the sloshing of liquids in containers are listed in Table 5.1. The 
properties and the values of dimensionless parameters for these two cases are given 
in Table 5.2. The identical results from the computations do in fact point out that 
the dimensionless parameters governing the problem have been properly identified. 
A more formal method of arriving at these parameters is through a dimensional 
analysis. Such an analysis for this problem can be found in Appendix D. The results 
from this analysis also agrees well with the earlier conclusion from the computational 
analysis. 
The transient motion of the free surface point on the axis of the cylinder for 
both cases are given in Figure 5.3. 
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Table 5.1: Dimesionless parameters gov­
erning the axisymmetric slosh­
ing motion inside cylinders 
Parameter Definition 
Re, Reynolds number ^ r e f ^ r e f  V 
Fr, Froude number Vr.i 
We, Weber number r 
Height ratio h Lret 
5.1 Discussion and Results 
The two cases were chosen so that the final steady state free-surface profiles are 
identical in both cases with the fluid touching the top wall of the cylinder at steady 
state. The computed steady state free surface profiles agree very well with the ana­
lytical solution obtained by ignoring surface tension effects. It can be seen from Table 
5.1 that the Weber number, is a measure of relative effect of surface tension and 
inertial forces. A larger value denotes a diminished surface tension effect. The Weber 
number had values of the order of 10^ for the calculations of flows under the effect of 
terrestrial gravity (1 g). The value of  We for the two cases described in Table 5.2 was 
significantly lower and had a value of around 60. The final steady state profiles and 
the transient motion of the free-surface at the tank center were shown previously in 
the Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for these cylindrical calculations. The steady state free-surface 
profiles agree well with analytical results. The analytical free-surface profiles were 
calculated by ignoring surface tension effects as outlined in Appendix E. The free-
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Comparison of the various parameters for the two cases 
Parameter 
Rotational 
Speed 
Gravity 
Viscosity 
Surface Tension 
Case, 1 
1.18d-3 
6.33d-2 
Case, 2 Ratio 
Case 1 / Case 2 
167.5 rpm 16.75 rpm 10 
9.81 units 0.0981 units 100 
1.18d-4 
6.33d-4 
10 
100 
Dimensionless Parameters 
Reynolds Number 32.84 32.84 1.0 
Froude Number 1.21 1.21 1.0 
Weber Number 638.13 638.13 1.0 
Ratio of Initial depth 
to radius 0.8 0.8 1.0 
Table 5.2: Comparison of the various parameters for the two cases 
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surface position at the tank center also reaches its corresponding analytical steady 
state position. This case has also been computed with an impulsively started initial 
condition. The two ca^es explained earlier used the 'initially capped' type of starting 
conditions. In such a start-up situation, the liquid is assumed to have achieved solid 
body rotation at the corresponding rotational speed with the free-surface remaining 
in its horizontal position corresponding to zero rotational speed. The imaginary cap 
holding the free surface is released at time 'zero' and the surface is allowed to move 
towards its steady state position. In the impulsively started class of spin-up cases, 
the fluid is assumed to be at rest and at the beginning of the calculations particles 
in contact with the wall are subject to a sudden velocity corresponding to the lin­
ear speed due to the rotation of the cylinder. As the problem has been formulated 
in terms of velocities relative to the rotating cylinder, zero velocity conditions are 
imposed at the wall and velocities equal to the negative of the imposed angular ve­
locities are specified at other points in the fluid. The free surface profile at steady 
state from this impulsively started condition also agreed well with the analytical so­
lution as shown in Figure 5.4. The transient history of the free surface motion at the 
tank center for both types of initial conditions is also shown in Figure 5.5. It can be 
seen that the overshoot from the initially capped start-up is more than that from the 
impulsively started case. This observation is similar to the results produced earlier 
by Chen [17] for sloshing in spherical containers. Computations of cases with more 
prominent surface tension forces are discussed in the next section. 
Another new feature of these cylindrical spin-up calculations is the motion of 
free-surface past interior corners (the junction of the curved cylindrical surface and 
the top end disc of the cylinder). This feature has not been demonstrated in our 
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surface fitting approach before. The computer code was modified to recognize the fact 
that the free-surface may not span the entire cylinder radius. Free-surface boundary 
conditions were used only up to the point where the surface intersects the top wall 
and the usual wall boundary conditions were applied on points radially beyond this 
point where the free-surface touches the top end of the cylinder. 
5.2 Calculations of zero gravity flows 
Chandrasekhar estimated the equilibrium shapes of rotating drops at zero gravity 
based on Laplace's equation for the pressure drop across the interface [55]. More 
recently, experiments of cylinders partially filled with a liquid and rotating in the 
absence of gravity have been performed and checked against this analytical model 
[67]. The experimental data have been found to be in good agreement with the 
analytical results estimated using a generalization of Chandrasekhar's formula. This 
extension enables including the contact of the interface with the container wall at a 
specified angle. 
The experiments were performed at different values of R, which represents the 
relative effects of centrifugal force and surface tension. Larger values of F indicate 
increasing centrifugal effects. The experiments were conducted using a KC-135 air­
craft, which flew in a parabolic trajectory providing low gravity levels lasting for 
20-30 seconds. A plexiglass cylinder 20 cm in diameter and whose height can set at 
2, 4 or 6.3 cm was used. Ethanol was chosen as the fluid owing to its high surface 
tension, low sensitivity to contamination and surface wetting properties. The contact 
angle for ethanol was near zero. Overhead and side mounted video cameras recorded 
the shapes of the fluid. 
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One of the experimental runs was used to compare with the calculations using 
the present surface fitting procedure. This run corresponded to a value of F = 1.1 
with the centrifugal and surface tension forces being nearly equal. The initial free 
surface profile was chosen as a vertical cylindrical plane parallel to the outer rotating 
cylinder with the liquid uniformly distributed in the circumferential direction. As 
time progressed, the free surface moved towards its final position. As this motion 
was axisymmetric, surface profiles at different instances in one circumferential plane 
are show in Figure 5.6. The final numerical results as well as experimental data on 
the steady state free-surface profiles are shown in Figure 5.7. 
These results are very encouraging. More low and microgravity calculations 
of both axisymmetric as well a:S three-dimensional situations are necessary to gain 
further confidence. Only after successful calculations of such flows the algorithm can 
be declared to possess the capability to compute low gravity flows. 
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6. FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION 
Sloshing fluid stores have been identified as the likely source of stability problems 
resulting in nutation and tumbling of spin-stabilized satellites. This area has been 
under investigation at Iowa State University through both experiments and numerical 
modelling. 
Having developed the capability to predict the structural dynamics and the fluid 
sloshing, it was recognized that coupling the two calculations could provide a better 
understanding of the phenomena giving rise to the unstable motion. The following 
sections discuss the early efforts at integrating the two calculations and the initial 
results. 
6.1 Introduction 
As part of the research on liquid sloshing in spin-stabilized satellites, two codes 
have been developed: the first one(STRUCTURE) [37] [38] calculates the flexible 
system dynamics and the second computes the sloshing motion of the fluid in the 
tank. The liquid sloshing code used the surface fitting approach and employed surface 
method 'B' for calculating the free-surface motion. This code has been designated by 
the name 'SL0SH3D' in chapter one and shall be referred to by this name throughout 
this chapter. Initially, these two codes have been run as independent entities(non­
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interaction mode). Subsequently, the two codes have been modified and executed as 
a single unit transferring information between the two component codes after every 
time step during the calculations (interaction mode). 
In the non-interaction mode, the STRUCTURE code assumes the fluid to be a 
solid mass with the mass concentrated at the initial location of the mass center of 
the tank-fluid system. In other words, during the entire flexible system dynamics 
calculations, the fluid retains its initial position and shape. Combined with the fluid 
dynamic calculations (interaction mode), STRUCTURE gets the location of the mass 
center and the six components of moments of inertia, as input at the beginning of 
every time step. This would help correlate the effects of the sloshing liquid on the 
structure more accurately. 
Similarly, in the non-interaction mode, SLCSH3D assumes that the tank un­
dergoes only a simple rotary motion about the principal spin axis and that there is 
no rotation or translation in the other directions. As part of an interactive code, 
the instantaneous positions, velocities, and accelerations of the tank are passed on 
from STRUCTURE to SL0SH3D at the end of every time step, resulting in a better 
prediction of the sloshing motion. 
This kind of interactive calculation procedure is very essential in order to investi­
gate the fluid-structure system as one unit. It was hoped that this would help better 
understand the interaction between the fluid and structural elements, especially the 
details of unstable spin-up motions. 
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6.2 Logic of interaction 
Figure 6.1 shows a schematic of the interaction between the computational fluid 
dynamics(CFD) code and the structural dynamics code. A master program calls 
the CFD code which calculates the fluid flow variables after one time step, typically 
0.001 seconds. The inertial properties, namely, the components of the moments of 
inertia dyadic and the coordinates of the center of mass which have been calculated 
by the CFD code are passed on to the structural code. Using these data as part of 
its input, the structural dynamics code advances the calculations through one time 
step. Kinematic properties (positions, velocities, and accelerations in all the three 
coordinate directions) of the geometric center of the tank computed by the structural 
code form part of the input to the CFD calculations for the next time step. 
In this fashion, the two codes are called alternatively by the master program to 
progress the solutions in time. Three different levels of interaction can be identified 
as listed below: 
• No interaction 
This is equivalent to running the two codes separately as stand alone units with 
no information transfer. Physically, the model is represented by Figure 6.2a. 
• One-way interaction 
In this option, the information transfer is only one way, i.e., from the CFD code 
to the structural dynamics code. There is no information input to the CFD 
code from STRUCTURE. 
• Two-way interaction 
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Information goes back and forth between the two codes as explained at the 
beginning of the section. Figure 6.2b shows the physical representation of this 
interaction mode. 
Simple stable spin-up cases have been computed under these different levels of inter­
action and the initial results are discussed. Experiments have also been conducted 
on the satellite test-rig at Iowa State University. The numerical calculations were 
performed so that the results form the computations could be verified using the ex­
perimental data. 
6.3 Test case and results 
A stable spin-up case starting from rest and climbing to 60 RPM in 0.5 seconds 
according to the function: 
w = 1 { ^ ' ^  \ ]  
The rotational UJ speed remains constant at 60 RPM after 0.5 seconds. 
Figure 6.3 shows the taiigential and radial deflections of the tank's geometric 
center with time as computed under all the three modes of interaction. Computed 
results for the transient motion of the free-surface contact points are shown in Fig­
ure 6.4. It can be seen that there is only very little difference between the deflections 
calculated under no-interaction(solid curve) and one-way interaction(3hort dashed 
curve). There is little difference between the results given by one-way and two-
way(long dashed curve) interactions. In fact, the data for the two curves are so close 
that it is hard to differentiate one curve from the other on the chosen scale. From 
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this figure, it looks like one-way interaction is sufficient to get good results for simple 
stable spin-up cases like the one discussed. This point needs to be studied further 
with more test cases before such a conclusion can be made. It should however be 
pointed out that the usefulness of two-way interaction should not be underestimated 
based on the above results. It is believed that two-way interaction results would be 
better and would more accurately simulate real conditions in the case of an unstable 
or asymmetrical spin-up similar to the situations where the collar is 'down'. 
During this initial run, it was noticed that the computation intensive CFD 
code became too slow and time consuming under interactive operation. The non-
interactive run took about 30 hours and the two-way interaction run consumed as 
much as 75 hours on a DECstation 5000 machine. This is one reason the interactive 
calculations could not be carried out beyond 0.44 seconds. 
More experiments as well as numerical calculations have been performed to val­
idate the interaction code. The mode of interaction chosen for all these cases is the 
two-way interaction, where both the fluid and structural codes pciss information back 
and forth at every time step. The experiments and the corresponding computed 
results are discussed in the next section. 
6.4 Experiments 
The satellite test-rig at Iowa State University and the associated instrumentation 
of the rig have been well documented. A schematic of the test rig is shown in Figure 
2.1 in chapter two. The upper body of the rig emulates an orbiting satellite and is 
mounted on an universal joint. A DC motor provides the necessary power to the sys­
tem through a gear train. A collar supports the horizontal bar to which are attached 
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two spherical tanks half filled with glycerine. Threaded rods are used to support the 
spherical tanks to the horizontal cross bar. The collar could be positioned 'up' where 
it restrains the horizontal bar in its position and allows the spherical tanks to simply 
rotate about the main vertical axis. The collar could also be positioned 'down' where 
a more general rotation-nutation motion of the spherical tanks is possible. In this 
position, the horizontal bar is free to fully rotate in all three directions about the 
universal joint. 
It is appropriate to point out the main difference between these two options in 
the collar position. In its 'up' position, the motion of the rig is symmetrical about its 
vertical axis. CFD simulation of one spherical tank and also the structural solution 
for one half of the system should suffice. This is not necessarily true in the situations 
where the collar is 'down'. Due to the enhanced freedom of motion at the universal 
joint, numerical simulations of both halves of the fluid-structure system are essential. 
This means that the motion of fluids in both tanks have to be solved at each time 
step and stored separately. This dramatically increases the computational as well as 
the memory requirements for a calculation. Owing to this, all the cases considered 
for this initial study belong to the collar 'up' situation. 
Measurements of the following transient data could be made using the existing 
instrumentation: 
1. Angular velocity of the rig's upper body 
2. Displacements of the tank positions due to the bending of the supporting 
threaded rods 
3. Displacement of the fluid free-surface in the tank at three different circumfer-
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ential positions 
A tachometer connected to the shaft in the drive train provided data on the 
rotational velocities. Strain gauges positioned on the cross bar generated data repre­
senting the displacement of the tank center from the main vertical axis of the upper 
body. Three photopotentiometers mounted on the tanks were used to obtain data on 
the free-surface position at three different locations, namely the 'inboard', 'outboard' 
and the 'lagging side'. The inboard end refers to the point closest to the main axis, 
the outboard end the point farthest from the main axis of symmetry. The lagging 
side denotes the end of the spherical tank that geometrically lags the rest of the 
sphere in the rotational sense. 
Calibration was performed for all three types of data so that the raw voltages 
measured during the experiments could be converted to useful data for interpretation. 
An IBM PS/2 along with a National Instruments Data Acquisition card was used to 
acquire and process the data through software written in Basic. A nominal scan rate 
of 100 scans per second was used for the experimental runs. The experiments were 
performed with the rig initially at rest and gradually gaining speed until achieving 
the final specified rotational speed. Spin-ups were performed to three different final 
rotational speeds: 30, 45 and 60 rpm. The results were qualitatively very similar 
among the runs at different speeds. Hence, only some of the results are shown; the 
results from the 30 and 60 rpm trials are shown in this thesis. 
6.5 Numerical Simulation 
Two of the experimental runs described above were taken for comparison with 
results from computer simulations. One of the main inputs to the numerical compu­
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tations is the rotational speed of the test rig as a function of time. The data obtained 
from the experiment was smoothed to remove measurement noise before being input 
to the numerical computations. This was done to minimize possible numerical in­
stabilities due to the oscillatory data. Figure 6.5 shows a sample of the data that 
was experimentally measured and the corresponding smoothed data that was input 
to the computations. 
The computations were performed on a Cray Y-MP and took approximately 200 
minutes of CPU time for each spin-up calculation. The calculations involved marching 
the solution in time for 3000 timesteps (each equal to 0.001 seconds) corresponding 
to a total time of 3.0 seconds of the actual spin-up experiment. 
6.5.1 Results and Discussions 
Two computer runs were attempted: one for the final spin-up speed of 60 RPM 
and the other for 30 RPM. As the nature of the computed results were similar in both 
the cases, only one of them (corresponding to a final spin-up speed of 60 RPM) is 
discussed here. Figure 6.6 shows the comparison of the free surface positions (inboard 
and outboard) between the experimental and computed results for the 60 RPM case. 
It can be seen that the transients compare reasonably well for the inboard end. The 
outboard data do not compare as well, and the difference in the final outboard free-
surface position between the experiment and the numerical computation is due to 
several factors. The most important of these being the experimental uncertainties in 
measuring the free-surface position, the uncertainty in the amount of liquid in the 
tank (computations assumed a fill ratio of 0.5), and computation of a tank angle 
that was too small due to the rigid cross-arm assumption, which is discussed below 
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of raw and smoothed transient angular velocity data 
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in more detail. The numerical results also seem to be more smooth compared to 
the experimental data. This is attributed to the relatively coarse grid used in the 
computations (41 x 11 x 11). 
Figure 6.7 shows the comparison between the experimental and numerically com­
puted radial positions of the tank center. It can be seen that the comparison is rea­
sonably good and the deviations are explained below. The final radial position of the 
tank seems to have been predicted well by the code. Probably the most significant 
source of discrepancy in the radial deflection values is that the STRUCTURE code 
assumed a perfectly rigid cross arm on the upper body of the test rig. In reality, a 
small deflection in this bar would result in a relatively large deflection in the position 
of tank. 
The rigid cross-arm assumption could also have lead to the higher frequency of 
oscillation in the computed case, which can be seen in Figure 6.7. The transient os­
cillations in the first one second of the computed results is due to the initial condition 
used and the absence of viscous damping (of the inherent oscillations introduced by 
the numerical integration procedure). The numerical computations assume that, at 
time = 0.0 seconds, the tank is at its vertical position without any static load and is 
suddenly subjected to the load due to the fluid mass at time greater than zero. This 
is thought to be the main cause of the oscillations seen in the computed results. 
It was realized from the first set of trials that the initial conditions that existed 
during the experiments were not the same as the 'STRUCTURE' code assumed. 
As it was more difficult to modify the code to incorporate the actual experimental 
initial conditions into the calculations, the experiments were instead repeated to 
more realistically duplicate the conditions used by the computational procedure. The 
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condition under question relates to the initial displacements of the tank center. The 
STRUCTURE code assumes that the threaded rods supporting the spherical tank 
containing the fluid are vertical. In reality, these rods are bent radially inwards 
due to the weight of the tank and fluid acting on the rods. The experiments were 
rerun so that the tanks were initially held apart by a metal bar of suitable length so 
that the rods supporting the spherical tanks were indeed vertical. This restraining 
bar was suddenly removed and the spin-up initiated simultaneously to match the 
initial conditions used in the calculations. This change in the experimental strategy 
resulted in the observation of oscillatory displacement data similar to those shown 
in the numerical results. Typical comparisons of the free-surface positions and the 
radial location of the tank center for the revised experimental procedures are shown 
in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. 
6.6 Possible Improvements 
Given sufficient time and resources, the experimental and computational results 
for the spin-up Ccise could be brought into even closer agreement. Improvements 
which could be implemented include photovoltaic fluid level sensors, which would 
potentially be calibrated more reliably over a broader range; inclusion of a flexible 
crossbar in the STRUCTURE code; and a finer grid size for computing high-frequency 
fluid oscillations in the SL0SH3D code. 
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
7,1 Conclusions 
Unsteady, three-dimensional incompressible flows with free-surface(s) have been 
successfully computed under a variety of situations. These include the sloshing mo­
tion of liquids in partially filled spherical and cylindrical containers as well as the 
flow of a three-dimensional broken dam. 
Three different free-surface methods have been tried and it was found that the 
last of these, namely method 'C showed the greatest promise. The transient results 
from this procedure was found to be in good agreement with published experimental 
data. During this study, it was found that method 'C was superior to method 'B' 
which in turn produced more accurate results than method 'A'. It is recommended 
that the method 'C be used for future calculations using the surface-fitting procedure. 
The zero normal slope for the contact line gave best results for the free-surface 
computations. This method is favored over extrapolation or other slip conditions. 
Benefits from this boundary condition included a 'better' interior grid (and hence 
enhanced overall stability for the computations) and a more accurate free-surface 
transience. 
Preliminary results show that the formulation is capable of computing flows 
under microgravity environments where the forces due to surface tension become sig­
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nificant. The fecisibility of combining the liquid sloshing CFD computations with a 
finite element structural dynamics program (fluid-structure interaction) has also been 
demonstrated. The initial results from this effort were found to be in reasonable agree­
ment with experimental data. The computational efficiency of the algorithm and the 
total computation as such has been tremendously increased owing to the vectoriza-
tion and other optimization efforts. The calculation procedure has demonstrated 
in many ways that it possesses the capability to predict complex three-dimensional 
free-surface flows. 
7.2 Suggestions for further research 
Though every effort has been made to keep all aspects of the calculations as com­
plete as possible, certain areas merit additional attention. These points are discussed 
below. 
1. The decision on the appropriate instance when a new grid generation is re­
quired can be made more automatic. Presently, this is simply done after every 
predetermined number of subiterations in a physical time step. 
2. More microgravity calculations can be performed to validate the procedure. 
Different container shapes aad varying gravity levels within a computational 
run (to simulate the effect of gravity jitters) are certain possibilities. 
3. It would be highly desirable to perform an asymmetric calculation with the 
fluid-structure interaction code. This could not be done in the current research 
due to time and other resource restrictions. 
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APPENDIX A. VECTOR COMPONENTS 
The unit normal and tangent vectors are given by the following expressions; 
1. Wall 
In the case of the liquid sloshing problems, the wall of the container always 
coincided with the = constant surface. On the other hand, the walls for the 
broken dam calculations, coincided with Zi = constant with 'i' running from 1 
to 3. The unit norrnal vectors in this situation are: 
n = — 
'  V z j  • 
.llVzill. wall 
A s  V z i  is given by esjT/.j, the normal can be expressed as: 
n — — 
e31>?t,l + e32>?»,2 + e33?/t,3 
y/vh + Vh + Vh 
wall 
That is, 
^ i j  —  V i J  
wall 
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where 'i' corresponds to the index given by the wall expression z,- = constant 
and the 'j' stands for the component in the direction. Unit tangent vectors 
at the wall are not required in the formulation. 
2. Free-surface 
Free-surface in all the problems considered for this research coincide with one 
Zi = constant surface. Hence, the normal vectors at the free-surface are given 
The two unit tangent vectors follow from unit length requirements and orthog­
onality conditions. They are given by: 
• Free-surface is given by Z3 = constant 
by: 
free—surjace 
— 63100 -f 632(1 -j- 01^) — 633/3 
y/1 -{• -{• jS^-y/l -f-
where a = ^ and /3 = ^. 713 **3 
• Free-surface is given by Z2 = constant 
631 ~ 6320: 
Vl~+o<2 
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-• 
T2 
where a = ^ and 8 •• no ^ 
— 632/? + 633(1 + 
•y/l + + j9^ -\/l + cc^  
"a. 712 • 
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APPENDIX B. LISTING OF CSIP FORTRAN ROUTINES 
* * 
* Subroutine: CSIP3D * 
* Author: S. Babu * 
* Version: 1.0 * 
* Date: December 1991 * 
* * 
* 3D block version of Stone's SIP algorithm. * 
* * 
SUBROUTINE CSIP3D(il,iu,jl,ju,kl,ku,ae,aw,an,as,at,ab,ap,rh,alph) 
INCLUDE 'parameter.inc' 
DIMENSION ae(0:l+l,0:m+l,0:n+l,no,no),aw(0:l+l,0:m+l,0:n+l,no,no), 
1 aai(0:l+l,0:m+l,0:n+l,no,no),as(0:l+l,0:m+l,0;n+l,no,no), 
2 at(0:l+l,0:m+l,0:n+l,no,no),ab(0:l+l,0:m+l,0:n+l,no,no), 
2 ap(0;l+l,0:m+l,0:n+l,no,no),rh(l,m,n,no) 
DIMENSION t(0:1+1,0:m+l,0:n+l.no) 
DIMENSION a(no,no),d(no,no),f(no.no).g(no.no) 
DIMENSION h(no,no),r(no,no),v(no,no) 
*** Initialization 
DO 1000 k = kl-l,ku+l 
DO 1000 j = jl-l,ju+l 
DO 1000 jl = l,no 
t(il-l,j,k,jl) = O.OdO 
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t(iu+l,j,k,jl) = O.OdO 
1000 CONTINUE 
DO 2000 k = kl-l,ku+l 
DO 2000 i = il-l,iu+l 
DO 2000 jl = l,no 
t(i,jl-l,k,jl) = O.OdO 
t(i,ju+l,k,jl) = O.OdO 
2000 CONTINUE 
DO 3000 j = jl-l,ju+l 
DO 3000 i = il-l,iu+l 
DO 3000 jl = l,no 
t(i,j,kl-l,jl) = O.OdO 
t(i,j,ku+l,jl) = O.OdO 
3000 CONTINUE 
*** BEGIN LOOP 
DO 4000 k = kl.ku 
DO 4000 j = jl.ju 
DO 4000 i = il,iu 
*** Coefficients a,d,f 
DO 100 jl = l,no 
DO 100 il = l,no 
a(il,jl) = ab(i,j,k,il,jl) 
d(il,jl) = as(i,j,k,il,jl) 
f(il,jl) = aw(i,j,k,il,jl) 
100 CONTINUE 
*** Coefficient g 
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DO 250 jl = l,no 
DO 250 il = l,no 
gCilJl) = ap(i,j,k,il,jl) 
DO 300 kl = l.no 
g(il,jl) = g(il,jl) 
1 -a(il,kl)*( at(i,j,k-l,kl,jl) 
2 -alph*ae(i,j,k-l,kl,jl)-alph*an(i,j,k-l,kl,jl)) 
3 -d(il,kl)*(aii(i,j-l,k,kl,jl) 
4 -alph*ae(i, j-l,k,kl, jl)-eilph*at(i, j-1 ,k,kl, jl)) 
5 -f(il,kl)*(ae(i-l,j,k,kl,jl) 
6 -alph*an(i-l,j,k,kl,jl)-alph*at(i-l,j,k,kl,jl)) 
300 CONTINUE 
250 CONTINUE 
c *** Compute inverse of g 
CALL INV(g) 
c *** Coefficients h,r,v 
DO 350 jl = l,no 
DO 350 il = l.no 
h(il,jl) = O.OdO 
r(il,jl) = O.OdO 
v(il,jl) = O.OdO 
DO 370 kl = l.no 
h(il,jl) = h(il,jl)+g(il,kl)*ae(i,j.k.kl.jl) 
r(il,jl) = r(il,jl)+g(il.kl)*an(i.j.k.kl.jl) 
v(il.jl) = v(il,jl)+g(il,kl)*at(i.j.k.kl.jl) 
370 CONTINUE 
350 CONTINUE 
c 
c *** Save li.r.v 
c 
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DO 380 jl = l,no 
DO 380 il = l,no 
ae(i,j,k,il.jl) = h(il,jl) 
an(i,j,k,il,jl) = r(il,jl) 
at(i,j,k,il,jl) = v(il,jl) 
380 CONTINUE 
*** Forward sweep 
DO 400 il = l,no 
t(i,j,k,il) = O.OdO 
DO 420 kl = l,no 
t(i,j,k,il) = t(i,j ,k,il)+g(il,kl)*rh(i,j.k,kl) 
DO 440 k2 = l,no 
t(i,j,k,il) =» t(i,j,k,il) 
1 -g(il,kl)*a(kl,k2)*t(i,j,k-l,k2) 
2 -g(il,kl)*d(kl,k2)*t(i,j-l,k,k2) 
3 -g(il,kl)*f(kl,k2)*t(i-l,j,k,k2) 
440 CONTINUE 
420 CONTINUE 
400 CONTINUE 
4000 CONTINUE 
*** Back sweep 
DO 5000 k = ku,kl,-l 
DO 5000 j = ju,jl,-l 
DO 5000 i = iu,il,-l 
DO 450 il = l,no 
DO 450 kl = l,no 
t(i,j,k,il) = t(i,j,k,il) 
& - ae(i,j,k,il,kl)*t(i+l,j,k,kl) 
& - an(i,j,k,il,kl)*t(i,j+l,k,kl) 
& - at(i,j,k,il,kl)*t(i,j,k+l,kl) 
450 CONTINUE 
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c 
c *** store result in rh 
c 
DD 460 jl = l,no 
rh(i,j,k,jl) = t(i,j,k,jl) 
460 CONTINUE 
5000 CONTINUE 
c *** That's all, folks! 
RETURN 
END 
C * * 
c * Subroutine: INDICES * 
c * Author: S. Babu * 
c * Version: 1.0 * 
c * Date: December 1991 * 
c * * 
SUBROUTINE INDICES(il,iu,j1,ju,kl,ku,inp,indi,indj,indk) 
c 
c ***=<< 4c :4c :(e:4c :)c :|t ifcfc i)< ***>)»)<* lit 4c 9|C 3|C9tc :|c :(<** ilcf 3|c >tt *** :<c :fc lie :|t :<! :tc:)(!|C 3|c:<c 
C * 
c indexing for vectorization * 
c * 
c 
INCLUDE 'parameter.inc' 
DIMENSION indi(idnp,ids),indj(idnp.ids),indk(idnp,ids), 
1 inp(ids) 
nsurf = iu-il+ju-jl+ku-kl+1 
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DO isurf = l.nsurf 
inp(isurf) =0 
ENDDO 
DO k = kl,ku 
DO j = jl.ju 
DO i = il,iu 
isurf = i+j+k-4 
inp(isurf) = inp(isurf) + 1 
indi(inp(isurf).isurf) = i 
indj(inp(isurf),isurf) = j 
indk(inp(isurf).isurf) = k 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
RETURN 
END 
>|c * ifc :|c :(c :<( :(citcli :|c 9(ci|e ^  :(c If::)(^ :f :|c :tc :ti:)(ilctctc j|c^ :|i ife :|c ** 3|< * 9|< ****** 4c 3)c sic • * 
* * 
* Subroutine: INV * 
* Author; K.H. Chen * 
* Revised by: S. Babu * 
* Version: 1.0 * 
* Date: December 1991 * 
* * 
* 4X4 matrix inverse solver. LU decomposition is used. * 
* * 
***************************************i|(:ti**!tc*********)|c**************** 
SUBROUTINE INV(a) 
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INCLUDE 'parameter.inc' 
DIMENSION a(4,4),ainv(4,4) 
*** Begin 
rill = a(l,l) 
rl21 = a(2,l) 
rl31 = a(3,l) 
rl41 = a(4,l) 
ul2 = a(l,2)/rlll 
ul3 = a(l,3)/rlll 
ul4 = a(l,4)/rlll 
rl22 = a(2,2) - rl21*ul2 
rl32 = a(3,2) - rl31*ul2 
rl42 = a(4,2) - rl41*ul2 
u23 = (a(2,3) - rl21*ul3)/rl22 
u24 = (a(2,4) - rl21*ul4)/rl22 
rl33 = a(3,3) - rl31*ul3 - rl32*u23 
rl43 = a(4,3) - rl41*ul3 - rl42*u23 
u34 = (a(3,4) - rl31*ul4 - rl32*u24)/rl33 
rl44 = a(4,4) - rl41*ul4 - rl42*u24 - rl43*u34 
*** Solve for new ainv 
a(l,l) = l.OdO/rlll 
a(2,l) = (O.OdO - rl21*a(l,l))/rl22 
a(3,l) = (O.OdO - rl31*a(l,l) - rl32*a(2,l))/rl33 
a(4,l) = (O.OdO - rl41*a(l,l) - rl42*a(2,l) - rl43*a(3,l))/rl44 
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a(l,2) = O.OdO 
a(2,2) = (l.OdO - rl21*a(l,2))/rl22 
a(3,2) = (O.OdO - rl31*a(l,2) - rl32*a(2,2))/rl33 
a(4,2) = (O.OdO - rl41*a(l,2) - rl42*a(2,2) - rl43*a(3,2))/rl44 
a(l,3) = O.OdO 
a(2,3) = (O.OdO - rl21*a(l,3))/rl22 
a(3,3) = (l.OdO - rl31*a(l,3) - rl32*a(2,3))/rl33 
a(4,3) = (O.OdO - rl41*a(l,3) - rl42*a(2,3) - rl43*a(3,3))/rl44 
a(l,4) = O.OdO 
a(2,4) = (O.OdO - rl21*a(l,4))/rl22 
a(3,4) = (O.OdO - rl31*a(l,4) - rl32*a(2,4))/rl33 
a(4,4) = (l.OdO - rl41*a(l,4) - rl42*a(2,4) - rl43*a(3,4))/rl44 
*** Back substitution 
ainv(4,l) = a(4,l) 
ainv(3,1) = a(3,l) - u34*ainv(4,l) 
ainv(2,l) = a(2,l) - u23*ainv(3,l) - u24*ainv(4,l) 
ainv(l,l) = ad.l) - ul2*ainv(2,l) - ul3*ainv(3,l) - ul4*ainv(4,l) 
ainv(4,2) = a(4,2) 
ainv(3,2) = a(3,2) - u34*ainv(4,2) 
ainv(2,2) = a(2,2) - u23*ainv(3,2) - u24*ainv(4,2) 
ainv(l,2) = a(l,2) - ul2*ainv(2,2) - ul3*ainv(3,2) - ul4*ainv(4,2) 
ainv(4,3) s a(4,3) 
ainv(3,3) = a(3.3) - u34*ainv(4,3) 
ainv(2,3) = a(2,3) - u23*ainv(3,3) - u24*ainv(4,3) 
ainv(l,3) rs a(1.3) - ul2*ainv(2,3) - ul3*ainv(3,3) - ul4*ainv(4,3) 
ainv(4,4) = a(4,4) 
ainv(3,4) = a(3,4) - u34*ainv(4,4) 
ainv(2,4) = a(2,4) - u23*ainv(3,4) - u24*ainv(4,4) 
ainv(l,4) = a(l,4) - ul2*ainv(2,4) - ul3*ainv(3,4) - ul4*ainv(4,4) 
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c *** Store result in a() 
c 
DO 20 j = 1,4 
DO 10 i = 1.4 
a(i,j) = ainv(i,j) 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
c 
c *** That's all, folks! 
c 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
USER PERFTRACE 
ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION 
ORIGINAL USER EXECUTION 
OBSERVATIONS ABOUT YOUR PROGRAM 
Whole Progreun 
Observations: 
This program achieved 95.5 million floating-point operations 
per second during its execution. 
This program appears to be a partially vectorized code. 
Routine CSIP3D 
[Rank:l] 
Observations: 
This routine was responsible for 42.4'/, of the total program CPU time. 
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This is an important percentage of the whole program. 
This routine achieved 129.9 million floating-point operations 
per second during its execution. 
This routine appears to be an efficient vectorized code. 
Routine RHSMVIS 
[Reuik: 2] 
Observations: 
This routine was responsible for 11.6JC of the total progreun CPU time. 
This routine achieved 119.8 million floating-point operations 
per second during its execution. 
This routine appears to be an efficient vectorized code. 
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APPENDIX D. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS FOR THE SLOSHING 
MOTION OF LIQUIDS IN CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS 
ROTATING ABOUT THE AXIS 
This appendix describes the process of identifying the nondimensional parame­
ters [71] for the physical problem. The following variables are identified as the ones 
affecting the sloshing motion of liquids in partially filled cylindrical containers: 
1. Radius of cylinder, r 
2. Linear velocity of the cylinder wall, Ke/ 
3. Coefficient of viscosity of the liquid, n 
4. Surface tension, F 
5. Density of liquid, p 
6. Initial depth of liquid in the cylinder, ho 
7. Gravitational acceleration, g 
As there are seven variables, n = 7; three dimensions, namely M, L, and T define 
these variables and hence j — 3. It is hoped that the problem can be described fully 
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by 4(n — j) 'pi' groups. The first step is to pick out the three variables that do not 
form a 'pi' group among themselves. These three can be identified as: r, K-e/ and p. 
The first 'pi' group is obtained by combining the viscosity fi with the above 
parameters. 
Hi = = M°L°T° 
Equating powers of M, LandT on both sides, it can be deduced that a = — 1,6 = 
—1, and c = — 1. The inverse of such a combination is the Reynolds number, Re = 
Vr.fr 
u 
The other 'pi' groups follow by succesively combining the other variables with 
the three independent variables. 
U2 = V,%jp''r'g = 
Hg = 
which gives Ha = . 
n4 = K%jp''r''h = 
which gives n4 = ^. 
These parameters have been identified as conventional nondimensional numbers 
in fluid mechanics and listed in Table 4.1. 
v 
which gives 112 = gr 
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APPENDIX E. DERIVATION OF THE STEADY STATE 
FREE-SURFACE PROFILES FOR LIQUIDS INSIDE ROTATING 
CYLINDERS: CASES WITH THE SURFACE TOUCHING THE TOP 
WALL 
It can be shown [72] that for the case of rigid body rotationof fluid inside a 
cylindrical container, the pressure p is given by: 
p = — pg + constant 
A 
and also, the free-surface height cis a function of radius is given by: 
h = h hjnin 
^9 
Let the radius at which the surface comes in contact with the cylinder top wall 
be 'rt'. Hence, the following relation exists between the height of the cylinder, H and 
r f -
2 2 
^ = ^ + Amin (E.l) 
Integration of the volume under the free-surface upto this radius gives: 
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TrWr? , 2 
Vi = —— + Trhminrt 
4fir 
The volume contained in the cylinder beyond this radius is given by: 
V2 = ir [r'' - r?) H 
The sum of these two volume fractions must equal the initial volume inside the 
cylinder. Denoting the initial height of the fluid by ho, this volume is given by 
Vo = irR^ho 
Using the condition that Vo = Vi + V2, and the equation E.l, the values of hmin and 
rt and hence the free-surface profile given by 'h' can be found. 
